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Abstract
This paper studies how exclusive social groups shape upward mobility and whether interactions between low- and high-status peers can integrate the top rungs of the economic and
social ladders. Our setting is Harvard in the 1920s and 1930s, where new groups of students
arriving on campus encountered a social system centered on exclusive old boys’ clubs. Combining archival and Census records, we first show that students from prestigious private feeder
schools are overrepresented in old boys’ clubs, while academic high achievers and ethnic minorities are almost completely absent. Club members earn 32% more than other students and
are more likely to work in finance and join country clubs, both characteristic of the era’s elite.
We then use random variation in room assignment to show that exposure to high-status peers
expands gaps in college club membership, adult social club membership, and finance careers
by high school type, with large positive effects for private school students and zero or negative
effects for others. To conclude, we turn to more recent cohorts. We show that the link between
exclusive college clubs and finance careers persists across the 20th century even as Harvard
diversifies, and that elite university students from the highest-income families continue to outearn their peers. JEL Codes: I24, J24, J62.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Economic elites disproportionately come from a small number of social, educational, and business institutions, and there is growing evidence that peer interactions at these institutions affect
access to and performance in top jobs (Useem and Karabel, 1986; Fracassi and Tate, 2012; Zimmerman, 2019). Together, these two facts suggest that upward mobility to top rungs of the economic
and social ladder may depend on whether people from lower-status backgrounds can access elite
social networks or “old boys’ clubs.” Though old boys’ clubs are central to accounts of elite “closure” —the idea that social groups restrict access to opportunity on the basis of shared traits and
experiences—quantitative evidence on who can join these groups and how they shape outcomes
over the long run is limited.1 A key challenge is the lack of data identifying actual and potential
group members and tracing their life trajectories.
This paper provides new evidence on how exclusive social groups shape upward mobility and
whether interactions between low- and high-status peers can integrate top positions in the economy and society. We focus on elite universities, where talented lower-status students interact with
disproportionately high-status peers and encounter the old boys’ clubs upon which career opportunities may depend. We construct new data on Harvard students in the 1920s and 1930s, who go
on to lead business and civic institutions at the dawn of the post-war “American Century” (Luce,
1941). We link records of students’ social and academic lives at college to the 1940 Census and
to biographical reports compiled 25 years after graduation, and pair these data with two research
designs. Our first design takes a selection-on-observables approach using a rich control set, including legacy status, family fixed effects, and comparison groups of near-miss club applicants.
Our second draws on a room randomization policy in which administrators assigned students to
widely varying residential peer groups.
We have three main findings. First, students from prestigious private feeder schools are overrepresented in exclusive campus clubs, while academic high achievers and ethnic minorities are
almost completely absent. Second, the labor market premium for club membership is much larger
than the premium for academic success. Third, exposure to high-status college peers pushes high1 Khan (2012) and Reeves et al. (2017) review the literature on social institutions, including schools, in the production

of future elites. The concept of social closure originates in Weber (1922).
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status students towards high-status paths in their social and professional lives, but does not affect
students from less privileged backgrounds, thus reinforcing rather than reducing inequality. We
conclude that social interactions with high-status peers help pave the road to the top, but that
even prolonged close contact may fail to spark these connections across group boundaries.
Harvard in the early 20th century has three features that make it ideal for studying exclusive
social institutions. The first is the prominence on campus of some of the best-documented and
oldest old boys’ clubs in the US. Social life at Harvard centered on exclusive organizations known
as final clubs, so-called because they are the last clubs one joins as a Harvard student. These
clubs, which Amory (1947) describes as the “be-alls and end-alls of Harvard social existence,” are
hundreds of years old and count among their members multiple US Presidents. Final clubs still
exist today, and are often described in similar terms.2
The second feature helping our analysis is that we can observe how students from different
backgrounds interact on campus, and how these interactions depend on policy choices. By the
1920s, Harvard had adopted a variety of policies aimed at enrolling students from outside its
traditional constituency at high-status, high-tuition private feeder schools. Administrators supplemented these policies with residential life measures seeking to integrate social life across class
lines, including randomized room assignment.3 Though Harvard excluded women and limited
enrollment by non-white and Jewish students, there was substantial economic diversity, and residential policies pushed students from different backgrounds into contact with one another.
The third helpful feature is that the lives of Harvard students in the 1920s and 1930s are richly
and publicly documented. Records held in the Harvard archives describe students’ social, academic, and career outcomes. We digitize these records for students entering Harvard between
1919 and 1935. Yearbooks and club rosters describe students’ family and high school background,
their residential lives at Harvard, and their engagement in social activities. Records of class rank
divide students into groups based on academic performance. For long run outcomes, 25th Reunion Class Reports assemble self-reports and reports from class officers into biographical accounts of family life, occupation, and social activities. We also link the Harvard data to Census
2 Nir

(2016) writes that final clubs are the “apex of social life at Harvard,” while a 2017 faculty committee described
final clubs as “impossible to escape— even for those who wish to have nothing to do with them” (CUSGGO 2017).
3 Harvard President Charles Eliot stated in 1903 that “it is to the last degree undesirable that colleges should be
accessible only to the well-to-do.” In 1902, future President Lawrence Lowell cited integration of rich and poor students
in dormitories as “the chief value of the College . . . for the training of character” (Karabel, 2006, p45-47).
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records from 1910 through 1940, using computer-assisted family history techniques to obtain high
match rates.
We begin by describing how students sort into selective final clubs on the basis of social background and academic achievement. Following historical and contemporary accounts that emphasize the importance of high school background as a measure of pre-college social standing, we
divide students by the kind of high school they attended. We focus on eight private feeder high
schools that send many students to Harvard and are identified with high social status in qualitative accounts. Students from these schools make up 24% of our sample.
We document a social ladder that starts with the full first-year class, continues into a prestigious
sophomore society known as Hasty Pudding, and finishes with a selective final club. At each rung,
the share of private feeder students rises, and the share of students with high grades falls. 73%
of final club members attended private feeder high schools, compared to 1% from public feeders.
Ethnic diversity also falls. The share of students with distinctively Jewish names falls from 6.6%
at Harvard to 0.2% in selective final clubs, while the share with “Colonial” surnames— those
common in 18th century Massachusetts relative to the contemporary population— rises sharply.
Our second contribution is to describe the labor market premium associated with final club
membership and compare it to the academic success premium. The final club premium is much
larger than the academic success premium. Final club members in the lowest academic rank group
earn 27% more than non-members in the top two groups and are 3.3 times as likely to have topcoded earnings, corresponding to the top 0.7 percent of the population distribution. The final club
premium is not driven by selection into clubs on the basis of high school type, high school identity,
Harvard legacy status, or family, and persists in specifications comparing final club members to
“near-missers” who join Hasty Pudding but are not selected for final club membership.
In addition to earnings levels, final club membership is associated with different career and
social outcomes 25 years after graduation. Members of selective final clubs are 2.9 times more
likely to work in finance and 49% less likely to work in medicine. Final club members are also
more likely to join social organizations like country clubs— important features of mid-century life
(Mills, 1956; Putnam, 2000). Overall, our descriptive evidence shows that while students from rich
families tend to be socially successful, social success is distinct from wealth in its long-run effects,
and may expand gaps in long-run outcomes by baseline social status.
3

Our third contribution is to assess whether policies adopted in pursuit of social cohesion on
campus affect the distribution of club membership and long-run career outcomes. Our approach
relies on a room randomization scheme for freshman dormitories that Harvard administrators
used to integrate campus social life. Students submitted housing applications indicating acceptable prices and room types. Students could apply with roommates, so roommate assignments
were not random, but conditional on room price and occupancy, room assignments were made
by lot. Our analysis of this randomized design provides a test of both the specific policy that
Harvard used to promote cross-group interaction and of the general proposition that social interactions shape high-stakes outcomes.
We identify high- and low-priced peer neighborhoods based on dorm maps, and evaluate the
effect of assignment to a high-priced neighborhood on short-, medium-, and long-run outcomes.
One way to think of this research design, which leverages systematic differences in peer neighborhoods driven by dorm layouts, is as a Moving to Opportunity experiment on the Harvard campus
(Katz, Kling and Liebman, 2001; Ludwig et al., 2013; Chetty, Hendren and Katz, 2016). Consistent with archival accounts of the assignment process, controls for randomization blocks (defined
by room type and price) eliminate the cross-sectional relationship between the average neighborhood room price and own baseline characteristics. Neighborhood price is strongly correlated with
peer attributes and varies widely within randomization blocks. A 50 percentile increase in neighborhood price— well within the support of our random variation— raises students’ peer private
feeder share by 10.1 percentage points, 32.1% of the sample mean.
We find that exposure to high-status peers helps students achieve social success in college, but
that overall effects are driven entirely by large gains for private feeder students. A 50 percentile
shift in the room price distribution raises membership in selective final clubs by 3.2 percentage
points in the full sample (34.1% of the mean). For private feeder students, the same shift raises
membership by 8.4 percentage points (37.7%), while effects for other students are a precise zero.
These effects build on similar patterns we observe starting in students’ first year at college. A 50percentile increase in neighborhood price raises the count of first-year activities by 11.3% overall,
with larger gains for private feeder students and small, statistically insignificant effects for others.
The effects of college peers persist over the long run. 25 years after graduation, a 50 percentile
change in peer neighborhood price raises the chance that students participate in adult social or4

ganizations by 8.7%. As with on-campus clubs, the overall long-run effects are driven entirely
by large gains (26.0%) for private feeder students, with near-zero effects for others. Turning to
occupations, a 50 percentile change in neighborhood price rank raises the share of private feeder
students in finance by 7.2 percentage points, 39.6% of the group mean. This change is offset by
small declines in academic, medical, and legal careers. For other students, these effects are reversed: exposure to high-status peers pushes them away from finance and towards medicine.
A thread running through our findings is that exposure to high-status peers pushes private
school students, but not other students, to act in private school-typical ways. The campus activities, adult social organizations, and occupations towards which private school students shift
are those where private feeder students are disproportionately represented. We summarize this
behavior using standardized linear indices of the extent to which different outcomes predict that
a student attended a private feeder school. A 50 percentile change in peer neighborhood price
raises the private school index for first year activities by 0.25σ for private feeder students. The
same shift raises the upper year club index by 0.18σ, the long-run social index by 0.16σ, and the
occupation index by 0.22σ. For other students, index effects are near zero for each outcome except
for the occupation index, which shifts down by 0.08σ. Because of its asymmetric effect on private
feeder students, exposure to high-status peers reinforces social and career segregation.
The final part of the paper examines how outcomes for Harvard students have changed over
time. We extend our demographic, academic, and career data through the 2010s, and augment
it with membership lists for one of the six selective final clubs through 2015. Harvard changes
profoundly, enrolling women and many more non-white students. These changes do not carry
over to the final club, which integrates Jewish students but remains all male and disproportionately white. Cross-group differences in outcomes persist as well. Club members perform worse
academically and are more likely to work in finance than other students across the 20th century.
Overall, students from high-income families at elite universities continue to earn more than
other students at those universities. We illustrate this using public data from Chetty et al. (2020)
on earnings for students born in the 1980s who enroll at Ivy+ colleges, split by parent income
percentile. While child income is flat in parent income for most of the income distribution, it
rises steeply above the 95th percentile. Ivy+ students with parent incomes between the 99th and
99.9th percentile earn 33% more on average than students with parents between the 90th and 95th
5

percentiles. Students with top 0.1% parents earn 76% more. These findings do not prove that
the causal mechanisms we document in Greatest Generation cohorts persist through the present.
However, they are consistent with recent descriptions of social interactions among high-status
students at elite schools affecting career outcomes (Rivera, 2016; Jack, 2019).
Our findings contribute to several strands of work. First, a large body of research studies how
the colleges students attend affect how much they earn (e.g., Dale and Krueger, 2002; Hoxby,
2018; Chetty et al., 2020). We contribute by unpacking the production function within elite colleges and providing evidence that the determinants of career success are different for children
from the richest families. Our within-institution results are not in tension with the common finding that the returns to between-college differences in selectivity are large for low-SES students.
What our findings do suggest is that gains for lower-SES students from attending elite colleges
may be mediated more by professional careers (like medicine) than by elite business jobs. This
is consistent with Zimmerman (2019), who shows that the gains from admission to elite business
programs accrue only to high-SES students, while admission to medical programs raises earnings
across SES groups but does not increase top income attainment. A focus on top outcomes is important because top income shares are large (Alvaredo et al., 2013, 2017) and because people in top
positions set firm policies and serve as role models (Matsa and Miller, 2013; Bertrand et al., 2019).
Whether policies that diversify selective universities ultimately diversify top jobs may depend on
social integration as well as academic match (Rothstein and Yoon, 2008; Arcidiacono, Aucejo and
Hotz, 2016; Dillon and Smith, 2017).
Second, our findings suggest limits on what policies expanding intergroup contact can achieve
when the stakes are high. A growing literature provides proof of concept that cooperative intergroup interactions can increase cross-group socializing and survey measures of intergroup cohesion in low- and medium-stakes settings (Carrell, Hoekstra and West, 2019; Rao, 2019; Mousa,
2020; Lowe, 2021), consistent with Allport (1954)’s “contact hypothesis.” We find no evidence that
increased cross-group exposure helps lower-status students access exclusive social groups. Further, high status students assigned low status peers are no more likely to join social groups with
low status students; they just participate less in high status-typical social groups. Our results have
more in common with Zimmerman (2019)’s finding that college peers from high-SES backgrounds
serve on firm leadership teams together, but not with lower-SES peers.
6

Third, this paper presents the first evidence (to our knowledge) on how residential assignment
at school shapes students’ long-run outcomes. Many studies use college room randomization designs to explore how peers affect outcomes measured while students are in school (e.g., Sacerdote,
2001, 2011; Jones and Kofoed, 2020). We elevate this work by showing that the short-run shifts
matter in the long run. Our finding that exposure to high-status peers augments baseline group
differences is consistent with previous studies of homophily in college peer groups (Marmaros
and Sacerdote, 2006; Mayer and Puller, 2008; Carrell, Sacerdote and West, 2013).4
Fourth, we provide quantitative evidence linking the economic literature on assimilation in the
pre-1920s “age of mass migration” (Abramitzky, Boustan and Eriksson, 2014, 2020) with studies of
a persistent Protestant elite in the post-war period (Baltzell, 1964; Zweigenhaft and Domhoff, 1982;
Davidson, Pyle and Reyes, 1995). We highlight how social institutions limited the assimilation
of Jews and Catholics into the post-war elite. Our findings help explain the sustained media
(McWilliams, 1948; Rimer, 1993; Flanagan, 2016), academic (Zweigenhaft, 1992; Marmaros and
Sacerdote, 2002; Popov and Bernhardt, 2012), and literary (Fitzgerald, 1920) footprint of final clubs
and similar groups, such as secret societies at Yale and eating clubs at Princeton.
II. I NSTITUTIONS
We study Harvard students in the 1920s and 1930s. This setting provides a richly-documented
vantage point on the role of social sorting in the creation of post-war elites. We start by describing
the institutions that shaped Harvard during this period, many of which persist today. We focus
our discussion on two institutional features. The first is Harvard administrators’ effort to increase
the economic diversity of on-campus interactions through admissions and housing policies while
continuing to attract private school applicants. The second is the role of exclusive private clubs
in campus social life. We draw on primary sources, histories of admissions policy (Karabel, 2006;
Synott, 1979), and Amory’s (1947) account of the Harvard club system.5
Harvard administrators in the 1920s and 1930s considered both academic and social factors
when designing admissions policy. In practice, this meant trying to bring in more students from
4 Shue (2013) studies classroom peers at Harvard Business School, but focuses on management practices for students
in top jobs, not on how peers effect career paths. Carrell, Hoekstra and Kuka (2018) and Einiö (2019) consider the
long-run effects of primary school and military peers, respectively.
5 Amory’s work received positive reviews in popular and academic outlets upon release (Jones, 1947; Low, 1948).
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public schools while limiting the number of Jewish students, who they viewed as socially undesirable and likely to make recruiting private school students more difficult.6 One policy of this type
was the “Top Seventh” plan, adopted in 1923, which guaranteed admission to any high school
student in the top seventh of his class (RPTHC 1922–23, p. 290). In 1926, unable to achieve its
goals with academic admissions requirements alone, Harvard adopted non-academic criteria for
the first time (RPTHC 1925–1926, p. 298). This approach persists: the 2020 Harvard admissions
office considered questions like “would other students want to room with you, share a meal. . . or
collaborate in a closely-knit extracurricular group?” (HCAFA, 2020).
Once students were on campus, residential policy was the main lever for promoting crossgroup student interactions. Concerned that wealthy students were isolating themselves in off
campus houses, Harvard opened new dormitories for first-year students in 1914.7 Rooms at different price levels were often in close proximity, a design feature that administrators tied to goals
of social integration (RPHC 1929–1930 p. 101). As an additional step toward this goal, rooms were
assigned at random from at least 1922 through 1941. We describe the randomization process in
Section V.A and present documentation in Online Appendix B.
Administrative efforts to integrate social life through admissions and residential policy contrast
with accounts of student life at Harvard emphasizing the importance of exclusive organizations as
measuring sticks for social success in college, determinants of post-college outcomes, and drivers
of inequality within the university. Key organizations from this perspective are the Hasty Pudding
Institute of 1770 and a set of upper-year student societies known as final clubs.
To understand the importance of final clubs, it is helpful to see how students, reporters, and
historians describe them. Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Harvard class of 1904) remarked that one
of “the greatest disappointments of his life” was not being elected to his preferred club.8 Amory
described final clubs as the “be-alls and end-alls of Harvard social existence,” while Nir (2016) described final clubs as “the apex of social life at Harvard” in the New York Times. Amory calls Hasty
6 For

example, Harvard President Lawrence Lowell remarked that increasing numbers of Jewish students would
“not intermingle with the rest,” and that “[Jews] drive away the Gentiles” (Karabel 2006 pp. 88–89, 107).
7 This goal is clearly stated in contemporary sources. For example, College Dean Alfred Hanford reflected on the
first fifteen years of the Freshman Halls: “The man of limited means and the rich, the high school and private school
graduates, the son of the banker, and the son of the farmer were thrown together. Freshmen coming from different
schools and of varying origins were to be given an opportunity for making new contacts, social distinctions were to be
broken down, and a democratic class spirit developed.” (RPTHC 1929–1930, p. 100–101).
8 Delano Roosevelt ultimately joined a different final club. Roosevelts in our sample include James, Franklin, Jr. and
John, the three sons of FDR, as well as Kermit Jr., Cornelius, and Theodore III, grandsons of Theodore Roosevelt.
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Pudding, a theater-focused sophomore society, a “proving ground” for final clubs that provides
“an index of social seniority almost as authoritative as the old colonial ranking.”
Qualitative accounts emphasize that these clubs expanded pre-existing inequality of opportunity by student background, in particular high school background. Amory describes how
the question of being club material at Harvard boils down to a boy’s having graduated
from one of a small number of socially correct Eastern private schools. Of the five
hundred or so public-school graduates [...] entering Harvard each year, rare indeed is
the boy who manages to break into the purple pale of its club Society.... [Even students
from the most exclusive private schools] find themselves in the position of waiting
anxiously for the call to Harvard clubdom[.]
In 1988, faculty member Alan Dershowitz described final clubs as “where Harvard students learn
to discriminate.” A 2017 faculty report stated that “final clubs reinforce existing campus inequities” and “are at odds with the [...] view that student body diversity is essential to Harvard
College’s pedagogical objectives[.]” Many clubs still do not accept female members.
What is the appeal of final clubs? Qualitative accounts emphasize opportunities for career
advancement. Amory describes a student whose “well-connected Porcellian friends saw to it their
adopted brother had an opportunity to marry well and take a good position in an old-line Boston
firm.” A student writing in the Harvard Crimson in 2020 notes that “[j]ust as being a Harvard
student grants us access to an unparalleled alumni network, so too does being a member of one
of these final clubs” (Premaratne, 2020). Mills (1956) sums up the perceived connection between
high schools, social success at Harvard, and social success later in life:
It is the prestige of a properly certified secondary education followed by a proper club
in a proper Ivy League college that is the standard admission ticket to the world of
urban clubs and parties in any major city of the nation.
We take three insights from the institutional setting. First, final clubs are arguably the primary
form taken by old boys’ clubs at Harvard. Second, high school background mediates entry into
these clubs. Third, policymakers used room randomization to encourage social integration.
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III. D ATA S OURCES
III.A. Harvard Archival Records
We construct microdata on the Harvard entering classes from 1919 through 1935. We digitize
and merge data from several sources, all of which are publicly available in the Harvard Archives.
This section gives an overview of the data sources we use and how we combine them. For a more
detailed description see Online Appendices B.1 and B.2.
The first record type we draw from are contemporaneous reports of enrollment and social
activities. We define our sample universe using Freshman Registers known as “Red Books.” These
are yearbooks for the freshman class, published in the spring of each academic year. The Red
Books contain information on home addresses, college addresses, high school background, and
first-year activities. We link the Red Book data to records of academic class rank. These lists
aggregate grades across all courses in an academic year and coarsen them to numerical groups
between one and six. Students who have incomplete coursework at the time of publication or
grades too low to advance are not included on the rank lists; not showing up on a list is an outcome
of interest. Harvard published lists for all non-graduating students between 1920 and 1932 and
for freshmen only from 1932. We focus on first-year grades because they are available for more
cohorts. We further link to records of upper-year club participation published between 1920 and
1938. These report Hasty Pudding and final club membership.
The second record type we draw from are 25th Reunion Class Reports. Class officers compile
class reports 25 years after scheduled graduation (roughly age 47) using student self-reports and
administrative records. Reports contain standardized fields for family (noting those who also
attended Harvard), occupation, adult club memberships, and other honors.
We augment the microdata with records of room attributes. We use floor maps of freshman
dorms to define residential peer groups. The maps allow us to determine whether peer groups are
organized “vertically” by stairwell or “horizontally” by floor. We describe rooms and peer groups
using price and occupancy data from pamphlets distributed to incoming students.
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III.B. Census Records
We merge our Harvard data to Census records from 1910 through 1940. For the initial Census
link, we augment family history techniques with ML hinting algorithms on the FamilySearch and
Ancestry.com genealogy platforms (Costa, Yetter and DeSomer, 2020; Price et al., 2021; Feigenbaum and Gross, 2020). We link across Censuses using techniques closest to Price et al. (2021),
which incorporates methods from Abramitzky et al. (2019). Key features of the Harvard data for
the Census link are parent name, birth location, and birth year. These are available in pre-1934
Class Report records. We therefore attempt matches only for pre-1934 students with Class Report
data.
III.C. Merge Statistics
Table I reports statistics on sample size and data availability. There are 14383 individuals in
our sample universe. Almost all students report what high school they attended (98%) and their
college address (95%), except in 1926, when address was not listed. We merge 91% of Red Book
records for the 1920 through 1935 cohorts to class reports. 87% of students matched to class reports
(79% of students in the sample universe) have non-missing occupation fields.9
We use the 1940 Census to measure post-college outcomes. To ensure students have time to
complete schooling and launch their careers, we exclude students entering college after 1930 from
the Census outcome sample.10 We match 69% of students in entering cohorts from 1920 through
1930 with Class Report data to 1940 Census records. We use pre-1940 Censuses to describe students’ pre-college backgrounds. We match 66% of students in 1920–1933 cohorts to pre-1940 Census records.11 For students who match to multiple pre-college records, we use the most recent.
Before 1940, Census records do not include measures of income.12
These match rates are high in the context of the literature. For example, our match rates are
9 Online

Appendix Figure A.I reports how sample sizes and match rates vary across cohorts.
Appendix Figure A.II reports how school enrollment and labor market outcomes change with potential
experience. Six years after expected graduation (i.e., the 1930 entering cohort), less than 10% of students are in school
and more than 90% are in the labor force. Average earnings rise steadily through 16 years post-graduation.
11 For pre-college measures, students in cohorts 1920–1930 are matched to 1910 and 1920 Census records, while students in the 1931–33 cohorts are matched to 1910 through 1930 Census records.
12 Some analyses of historical Census data use occupation-specific wage scores. These are essentially predictions of
income based on occupation and demographics. They are not useful in our setting because they require extrapolation
from the broader population to our highly selected sample of Harvard students. See Online Appendix B.3.
10 Online
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higher than match rates of 10-30% for automated Census-to-Census and Census-to-patent linking (Abramitzky, Mill and Pérez, 2020; Sarada, Andrews and Ziebarth, 2019). Compared to this
baseline, our procedure falls about two-thirds of the way to the 88% match rate achieved when
hand-linking children of Union army soldiers to the 1910 census (Costa, Yetter and DeSomer,
2020), often cited as a gold standard of record linking (Bailey et al., 2020).
Though our match rates to individual datasets are high, sample sizes decline as we impose
sample restrictions and require matches to multiple data sources. For example, 9,343 students
live in on-campus rooms subject to random assignment. Of these, 5,218 (55.8%) are in the 1930
and earlier cohorts we match to Census outcome records, 3, 428 (65.7% of 5,218 ) are matched to
the 1940 Census, and 2,485 (72.5% of 3,428 ) report their wages in the Census. This issue surfaces
mainly in room-randomization analyses of Census outcomes and motivates our choice to focus
the long-run component of that analysis on outcomes observed in Class Reports.
III.D. Categorization Schemes
1. Harvard Clubs and Private High Schools. The social outcome of primary interest to us is membership in a selective upper-year final club. To operationalize this concept, we break final clubs
into groups based on prestige following Amory’s ordered list, labeling Porcellian, A.D., Fly, Spee,
Delphic, and Owl ‘selective final clubs.’13
Contemporary accounts emphasize the importance of a small number of high-status, highpriced private high schools in driving social outcomes. Combining these accounts with our microdata, we identify the eight private boarding schools that sent the most students to Harvard
over our period, and label these institutions private feeder schools. The schools in this group
are Exeter, Andover, Milton, Middlesex, Groton, St. Paul’s, St. Mark’s, and St. George’s. The
first seven schools sent more students to Harvard than any other private schools. The eighth, St.
George’s, sent fewer students than three Boston-area day schools but is included because it is part
of the “St. Grottlesex” group emphasized in historical accounts (Amory 1947; Karabel 2006).
Our private feeder designation has a strong basis in the historical record. However, we also
identify a broader group of private schools that includes other boarding schools and day schools,
and discuss findings for this group as well. In addition, we identify public feeder schools that sent
13 The

remaining clubs on Amory’s list and active during our period are Fox, D.U., and, starting in 1930, Phoenix.
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multiple students to Harvard over the sample period.14 Any high school that sent at least twenty
students to Harvard across our cohorts is classified as either public or private. Online Appendix
Figure A.III displays student counts for each classified school.
2. Residential Peer Groups. We describe residential peer neighborhoods using the average peroccupant room price. For each peer neighborhood in each entering cohort, we use floor plan
and room price data to compute the occupant-weighted mean room price. Then, because we are
interested in relative rank within each cohort rather than dollar values, we use the mean prices to
rank neighborhoods on a zero-to-one scale, with zero being the lowest-ranked neighborhood in a
cohort and one the highest. We assign neighborhoods with the same mean price the rank at the
midpoint of the interval.
3. First-Year Activities, Occupations, and Adult Organizations. To describe students’ social lives
during their first year in college, we enumerate common activities and then place activities into
coarse groups. Activity groups include sports, music, and schoolwide social committees.15 We
also construct summary measures of activity participation: an indicator for participation in any
activity, the count of total activities, and an indicator for holding a leadership role in an activity
(e.g. president of a club, team captain).
We follow a similar procedure to describe 25-year occupation and social club outcomes using
data from the Class Reports. For occupations, we create indicators for coarse job types and identify a set of text strings associated with each. In the main text we report results for 11 relatively
common categories: Finance, Accounting, Medicine, Law, Higher Education, Primary/secondary
teaching, Government, Art or Publishing, Retail, Senior management, and Middle/lower management.16 Because reported work outcomes reflect both industry (such as investment banking or
medicine) and occupation or office type (“partner” or “vice-president”), these outcomes are not
mutually exclusive. One can be a senior manager and work in finance. We treat data for individuals in cohorts 1920–1935 who are not linked to Class Report records or do not report work
outcomes as missing.
We divide adult clubs into three categories: social clubs, professional organizations, and honor
14 The

public school sending the most students to Harvard is Boston Latin. Most public feeders are near Boston.
of social committees include “Regatta Committee” and “finance committee.’
16 We include all categories with at least 100 students in index construction.
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societies. Social clubs are gentleman’s clubs (e.g. the Knickerbocker Club), country clubs or sports
clubs (e.g. the Brookline Country Club), and fraternal organizations. Professional associations
include the American Medical Association and the American Economic Association. We treat
data for those not linked to Class Reports as missing. See Online Appendix B.1 for details of club
and occupation classification.
While qualitative reports can guide our interpretation of categorical outcomes (e.g., that working in finance was characteristic of the era’s elite), we also present a data-driven alternative. We
construct private feeder indices for college activities, occupations, and adult associations. These
indices capture the extent to which a bundle of outcomes is indicative of high status and are
standardized (mean zero, standard deviation one) to facilitate cross-outcome comparisons. We
compute the indices as predicted values from regressions of an indicator for private high school
status on indicators for participation in different activities (occupations, associations) and cohort
fixed effects, using a Lasso for variable selection and excluding one’s own cohort from the sample.
See Online Appendix B.4 for details.
4. Cultural and Religious Background. We follow Abramitzky, Boustan and Eriksson (2020) and
Abramitzky, Boustan and Connor (2020) and use names as measures of cultural background. We
construct a Jewish name index for each first and last name based on the frequency of that name
among Yiddish speakers relative to non-Yiddish speakers. For a given (first or last) name n, the
name index is computed as

Jewish Indexn =

# Yiddish speakersn
# Total Yiddish speakers
,
# Yiddish speakersn
# non-Yiddish speakersn
+
# Total Yiddish speakers
# Total non-Yiddish speakers

with counts computed in the 1920 and 1930 Censuses. We use an analogous approach to construct
indices for Catholic names and “Colonial” names. The Catholic name index is based on the relative frequency of names among immigrants from Italy, Ireland, and Spain. The Colonial name
index is based on the relative frequency of last names (not first names) among people born in
Massachusetts before 1800 in the 1850 Census, compared to the 1920 and 1930 population. Online
Appendix Table A.I reports the names with the highest scores for each index.
Continuing to follow Abramitzky, Boustan and Connor (2020), we classify students as having
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Jewish names if the average value of the index over their first and last name in the 1920 and 1930
Census data is greater than 0.7. We maintain a cutoff of 0.7 for describing an individual as having
a Catholic or Colonial name. Name indices are an imperfect proxy for cultural background. However, as we show below, they predict sorting into final clubs, matching in the marriage market,
and changes in the student body following admissions policies designed to reduce the share of
Jews. Online Appendix B.5 provides additional detail on name classification.
IV. C OLLEGE B EHAVIOR AND L ONG -R UN O UTCOMES
IV.A. Student Background by High School Type
We now turn to a descriptive analysis of the relationship between student background, social
and academic success in college, and long-run outcomes. We first describe students’ pre-college
backgrounds and how they differ by high school type, our main measure of baseline social status.
Panel A of Table II reports student background characteristics from Harvard sources. Overall, 46% of students come from private high schools, 24% from private feeder schools, and 23%
from public feeder high schools. 7.0% of all students have a father who attended Harvard, and
20.4% report having a brother who attended Harvard. 6.6% of all Harvard students have names
we identify as Jewish, 5.5% have Catholic names, and 29.3% have Colonial names. The share of
students with Jewish names in our data is lower than the share of Jewish students reported in
contemporary Harvard sources, which reached 20-25% in the early 1920s before changes in admissions policies.17 Our interpretation is that the 0.7 cutoff in the name index used in Abramitzky,
Boustan and Connor (2020) is conservative in the Harvard context.
Students from private feeder schools come from higher-status families with stronger Harvard
ties. 14.3% of private feeder students have a Harvard father and 29.0% have a Harvard brother,
compared to 4.6% and 17.6%, respectively, for other students. Private feeder students are more
likely to have Colonial names and less likely to have Jewish names than other students. Turning
to Census data (Panel B of Table II), we see that private feeder students are less likely to come from
immigrant backgrounds and more likely to have fathers who are doctors or lawyers.
Once at Harvard, most students share a common residential setting. Panel C of Table II de17 Karabel

reports internal Harvard estimates of 21.6% in 1922 and 27.6% for the entering class of 1925 (pp. 96, 105).
Shares of Jewish students fall starting in 1926 with the adoption of non-academic admissions criteria. See section VI.E.
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scribes students’ first year living environments. 80.0% of students live on campus. Almost all
private feeder students live on campus (96.4%), as do a large majority (74.9%) of other students.
Many students living off campus are from Boston and live at their home address. On average,
private feeder students live in rooms that are ranked 14 percentiles higher in the own-room price
distribution than other students and in peer groups that are ranked 10 percentiles higher. However, the IQRs for peer group ranks in the two groups mostly overlap, consistent with qualitative
reports that residential life at Harvard pushed together students from different backgrounds.
IV.B. Social Vs. Academic Success in College
Private feeder students do worse in the classroom than other students. As reported in Panel
D of Table II, private feeder students are 56% as likely as other students to have grades that place
them in the top three rank groups.
They are much more successful outside the classroom. Panels E and F of Table II report the
shares of students engaging in different first-year and upper-year activities. Private feeder students are 1.5 times more likely to participate in at least one activity than other students in their
first year at college (70.9% vs. 46.8%), and participate in twice as many activities on average (1.68
vs. 0.85). Cross-group differences are even more pronounced for leadership activities. Private
feeder students are three times as likely to have leadership roles and 4.3 times more likely to be
members of social committees.
IV.C. The Social ‘‘Funnel” and Selection into Final Clubs
Initial gaps in activity participation and social leadership persist through to exclusive upperyear clubs. 39.4% of private feeder students join the Hasty Pudding sophomore society compared
to 7.7% for other students. 13.6% of students join a final club of any kind, with a 37.0% rate for
private feeder students and a 6.2% rate for other students. 7.0% of students join a selective final
club. The 21.5% rate for private feeder students is nearly nine times the rate for other students.
Columns 4 and 5 of Table II describe the “funnel” into selective final clubs, with Hasty Pudding
membership as an intermediate step. 91% of Hasty Pudding members attended private schools,
and 62% attended private feeder schools. Less than 1% of Hasty Pudding members have Jewish
names, and 47% have Colonial names. Hasty Pudding members are less than half as likely as
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students in the full sample to have grades in the top three rank groups. However, they are more
than four times as likely to lead first-year social committees. 44% of Hasty Pudding members go
on to join selective final clubs, more than six times the population rate.
Sorting into selective final clubs is even more extreme. 95% of final club members attended
private high schools, and 73% attended private feeders. Out of 941 students in final clubs, we
classify two as having Jewish names, and both appear to be false positives.18 51% have Colonial
surnames. In terms of grades, final club members are 38% as likely as students in the full sample to
have grades in the top three rank groups, and we observe zero final club members in the top rank
group. Final club members are less likely to be unranked than other students. It may be difficult
for students who do not advance with their class to join upper-year clubs. Finally, consistent
with qualitative reports, membership in the Hasty Pudding is close to a prerequisite for joining a
selective final club: 95% of final club members were also Hasty Pudding members.
Supplemental analyses describe how pre-college characteristics interact with academic and social performance early in college to shape upper-year club membership. Our findings reflect the
sorting on high school type, grades, and cultural background documented in Table II. The additional insight is that final club membership hinges on the combination of private feeder background
with first year social leadership. See Online Appendix B.6.1 for details.
IV.D. The Boys’ Club Premium
We now turn to long-run outcomes. Columns 1-3 of Table III describe long-run outcomes in
the full sample and by high school type. Looking at occupations, what stands out is that private
feeder students are more likely to work in finance than other students (17.5% vs. 7.7%) and are less
likely to work in medicine, law, or higher education. In their social lives, private feeder students
are more likely to join country clubs and gentleman’s clubs, but less likely to join professional
groups. Private feeder students and other students are similarly likely to report non-zero wage
income, but private feeder students report an average earnings of $2961, 10% more than other
18 One is Harry E.D. Pollock, who was born in Utah and attended an east coast private school before becoming an
archaeologist (Society for American Archaeology, 1983). The other is Samuel Cabot Jr., whose father attended Harvard,
and who appears to have been a member of the well-known Cabot family in Boston (Jensen, 1972). Online Appendix
Figure A.IV shows how final club membership varies across the distribution of the name indices. Final club membership rates are low for Jewish index values above 0.4, well below the 0.7 cutoff from Abramitzky, Boustan and Connor
(2020). Extreme sorting is consistent with internal documents; a 1922 Harvard report studying the classes of 1912-18
found that no Jews were chosen for selective final clubs over the period (Karabel, p. 98).
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students. They are 41% more likely to report at least $50 of non-wage income, and 62% more
likely to report the maximum value of earned income, $5,000. The topcode value corresponds to
the top 0.7 percent of the earnings distribution for men aged 27–37 in the 1940 Census.
Social success in college predicts long-run outcomes. Columns 4 and 5 of Table III display
adult outcomes for Hasty Pudding and Final club members. Selective final club members are
72.1% more likely to belong to social clubs as adults than the full population, 2.6 times more likely
to work in finance, and 46.5% less likely to work in medicine. Final club members have wage
income that is 29.2% higher than the population average, and are 2.4 times more likely to have
topcoded wage income. Outcomes for Hasty Pudding members fall between those for the full
population and those for final club members, but are generally closer to final club members.
The strong relationship between final club membership and labor market success contrasts
with what we see for academic performance. Panels A, B, and C of Figure I display income measures from the 1940 Census split by first-year academic rank group and membership in a selective
final club. Because the top rank group is small and few students in selective final clubs have high
grades, we pool rank groups 1 and 2 into one group, and omit cells with fewer than twenty observations. Panel A shows that students in selective final clubs earn about $851 more than other
students in the same academic rank group, 32% of the no-club mean. In contrast, conditional on
club membership, the relationship between first-year grades and earned income is flat. Panels
B and C show that students in selective final clubs are also more likely to have topcoded wage
income and to report non-wage income across all rank groups.
IV.E. Assessing Selection Effects
Final club members might have high earnings for reasons other than club membership. This
section assesses the role of selection on different margins in driving the final club premium.
The first explanation we consider is selection on the basis of high school type. This story seems
plausible: we have already seen that most club members attended private feeder schools, and
most private feeder students come from wealthy families. However, it is hard to reconcile with the
data. Panels D through F of Figure I repeat Panels A through C, but split by both club membership
and high school type. Panels D and E show that the gap in earnings by club membership is not
diminished by controls for school type. This contrasts with findings for unearned income. Panel
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F shows that private feeder students are more likely to report having unearned income than nonfeeder students with the same club membership status.
What about selection on other attributes? We conduct a series of regressions that test stories
about selection on the basis of high school identity, family background, and social engagement.
These specifications have the form

Yi = Si β s + Ri β r + Xi β x + θc(i) + ei .

(1)

Yi is an outcome of interest for individual i, Si is final club membership, Ri is academic rank
group, and Xi are additional controls that vary across specifications. θc(i) are cohort fixed effects.
Class rank is in rank-group units with the sign reversed so that positive coefficients indicate that
earnings outcomes rise with academic standing. Table IV presents our results.
Panel A of Table IV takes earned income as the outcome of interest. Column 1 shows a baseline
specification with private feeder status as the only variable in Xi . This corresponds to our first
selection story— selection on high school type. As we saw in Figure I, there is a large final club
membership premium even after conditioning on high school type. Students in selective final
clubs earn $777 more than other students, a 29% premium above the non-member mean. This is
15 times the size of the academic rank group premium.
We next consider selection on family attributes beyond high school type. Column 2 adds Census controls for family attributes: fixed effects for father’s occupation, fixed effects for father’s
and mother’s state or non-US country of birth, family size, parental presence, home ownership,
the presence of domestic employees, and whether the home was on a farm. The restriction to
observations where these data are available reduces the sample size by almost 40%, but the final club membership premium remains large and the academic success premium remains small.
In contrast, the coefficient on private feeder school falls to zero. In other words, controlling for
both social success at college and pre-college attributes fully accounts for private school students’
earnings advantage.
We conduct additional tests of selection on pre-college attributes using covariates from the
Harvard records. Column 3 limits the sample to students from private feeder schools and adds
fixed effects for each high school, as well as for Harvard legacy status. Again, the final club
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earnings premium remains large, and the academic success premium remains small.
Column 4 controls directly for family fixed effects. We limit the sample to families who send
more than one son to Harvard during our sample period. These regressions essentially compare
the smart brother in each family to the popular brother. The final club premium is larger in these
specifications than in the others we estimate, equal to 42% of the brothers’ sample mean for earnings and 156% of the mean for topcodes.19 The class rank premium remains close to zero. It is
hard to explain the final club premium with differential selection across families.
Column 5 considers a different story: that the observed final club premium reflects a return to
social engagement in general and accrues to individuals who would like to join a selective final
club, whether they succeed or not. We restrict the sample to Hasty Pudding members, who are
engaged with Harvard high society, but differ in whether they make the jump to the top tier. The
final club premium remains large, despite the fact that the comparison group is socially successful
in its own right. The earnings gap between final club members and near-missers suggests that
social engagement does not explain the success premium.
Panel B of Table IV repeats the same set of specifications with an indicator that a student’s
earned income is topcoded at the Census maximum of $5,000 as the outcome of interest. The
patterns for topcoded earnings are very similar to those we observe for wage earnings. The final
club premium is large and persists across all specifications we consider, while the academic success premium is near zero. High topcode rates for final club members suggest that our earnings
specifications may tend to understate the true final club premium.
Online Appendix Table A.IV examines two additional outcomes. The first is an indicator for
successful match to a wage record in the 1940 Census. The relationship between wage match
and covariates of interest is in general economically small and statistically insignificant. This
limits concerns about differential censoring. The second is an indicator that a student has at least
$50 in unearned income. Results for non-wage income differ in two ways from those for earned
income. The first is that the private feeder premium is large across all specifications. The second
is that while the final club premium for unearned income is large and positive in four of the five
specifications we estimate, it is negative and imprecisely estimated in specifications that include
19 It is also more noisily estimated. This is because there are only 23 brothers for whom club membership status varies
within family. See Online Appendix B.6 for details.
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family fixed effects. Our interpretation is that unearned income is more closely tied to family
background than is earned income. There may be a final club premium for unearned income, but
the evidence is not as strong.
This descriptive analysis establishes three facts. First, the social success premium is large. Second, differences in social success account for much of the difference in earned income by private
school background. Third, the social success premium is hard to explain with selection on the
basis of family attributes or engagement with social institutions at Harvard. Online Appendix B.6
shows similar patterns when we impute income on the basis of home value, when we impute income values for occupations where business income may be particularly important, and when we
use third-year rather than first-year class rank, and when we include students with missing class
rank. A question this analysis leaves open is the extent to which the final club premium reflects a
return to pre-existing social skills versus a return to social skills or networks acquired in college.
Understanding the causal role of peer inputs in college is the focus of section V.
IV.F. Occupations and Adult Social Outcomes
As was the case with income, club membership predicts long-run career and social outcomes
within academic rank and high school type. Panels A and B of Figure II show how the shares of
students working in finance and medicine 25 years after graduation vary with class rank and final
club membership. Students in final clubs are more likely to go into finance than others in the same
rank group. In the lowest rank group, 31% of club members pursue finance careers compared to
14% of non-members. Rates of finance careers decline with class rank regardless of membership
status. The reverse is true for medicine: rates are higher for non-members, and rise with academic
rank. Panel C of Figure II shows that final club members are nearly twice as likely to participate
in adult social organizations across the grade distribution.
The lower row of graphs in Figure II displays the same outcomes as the upper row, but split
by both club membership and high school type. Within high school type, final club members are
more likely to work in finance at all levels of academic achievement, and less likely to work in
medicine at all but the lowest achievement levels. Both private feeder and other students who are
final club members are more likely to join social organizations as adults. Online Appendix Figure
A.V shows parallel results for other career types and for professional organizations.
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V. R ANDOM R OOM A SSIGNMENT IN THE S HORT- AND L ONG -R UN
V.A. Peer Groups and Room Prices
We use room randomization to assess whether increased residential contact with higher-status
neighbors can spark social success at college and alter students’ long-run career and social trajectories. This exercise tests both the general proposition that social interactions shape high-stakes
medium- and long-run outcomes and the specific policy that Harvard (and many other universities) uses to promote cross-group interaction on campus.
Room randomization worked as follows. Freshman rooms were assigned different prices, depending on size, occupancy, and quality. First-year students were asked to fill out a housing
application indicating their acceptable price and number of roommates. Room assignments were
then made “by lot, from rooms of the price indicated in the application blank,” except that “students coming in considerable numbers from any one school are distributed among the various
halls, and the cheapest rooms are reserved for men of limited means.” Randomization took place
at the level of the room, not the individual, because students wanting to live in the same room
could apply together. See Online Appendices B.1.5 and B.1.6 for documentation.
With this design in mind, our experimental specifications take the form

(2)

Yi = β 0 + β 1 RPp(i) + θr(i) + τh(i) + ei .

Yi is an outcome for student i, RPp(i) is the price rank of i’s residential dormitory neighborhood
p(i ), θr(i) are randomization block fixed effects, and τh(i) are indicator variables for each feeder
high school (public or private). Following the randomization design, we define the θr(i) as fullysaturated interactions between entering cohort, room price, and room occupancy. When computing standard errors, we allow for clustering at the level of realized peer group p(i ). We consider
alternate approaches to inference in Section V.G.
This specification gives rise to experiments of the following form: two pairs of students apply
for rooms of occupancy size two and price $175 per student. One pair is assigned to a peer neighborhood where the other rooms are more expensive and the neighborhood average price is $240
per student, and the other to a room where the other rooms are less expensive and the neighbor22

hood average price is $125 per student. We then compare outcomes across the pairs. Figure III
shows a map of peer neighborhoods and gives an example of one such experiment.
The identities of “high-priced” and “low-priced” neighborhoods are predetermined by observable and systematic differences in floor plans. They do not depend on the outcomes of assignment. This contrasts with many roommate and classmate designs, which rely on fluctuations in
group-level means across ex ante indistinguishable units. Our approach has more in common with
“Moving to Opportunity” designs, in which treatment is the opportunity to relocate to a wealthier
neighborhood (Katz, Kling and Liebman, 2001; Ludwig et al., 2013; Chetty, Hendren and Katz,
2016). As in studies of MTO, we do not rely on peer attributes for our econometric analysis other
than to describe how assignment to a high-priced neighborhood alters peer composition.20
A corollary to this point is that our experimental specifications identify the effect of assignment to a higher-priced neighborhood, as mediated by a variety of peer attributes and individual
behaviors. These specifications do not identify the specific peer attributes that alter student outcomes, nor do they reveal how the short- and medium-run effects of assignment (such as final
club membership) individually contribute to long-run outcomes like career paths. As we discuss
below, neighborhood price is strongly correlated with a variety of measures of the socioeconomic
status of neighborhood peers. We use the phrase “exposure to high-status peers” to mean being
placed in residential proximity to fellow students who are higher status along a variety of measures, observable and potentially unobservable.
V.B. Peer Groups and Randomization Blocks
The first step in our analysis of the room-randomization quasi-experiment is to describe the
distribution of first-year students on campus. 80.0% of first-year students live on campus, of
whom 89% live in freshman halls that are part of the randomization scheme.21 Online Appendix
Table A.V reports descriptive statistics for this sample. Campus residents are more likely to come
from private feeder schools, but overall there is broad coverage across high school type and other
background characteristics. Students in the freshman halls live in residential peer groups that
20 Our strategy is therefore not subject to the Angrist (2014) weak instruments critique, which applies to settings where

differences in mean attributes across peer groups disappear as group size grows large. Our focus on predetermined,
systematic differences in neighborhood attributes is what Angrist (2014) recommends.
21 These numbers exclude students in the 1926 cohort for whom we do not have address records. Students were
sometimes assigned to other housing when there was excess demand for spots in freshman halls.
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are generally integrated by room price and high school background. As an example, Panel A
of Figure IV plots the distribution of own room prices by high school type for the 1928 entering
cohort. Private school students tend to live in higher-priced rooms, but the distributions overlap
except at the very bottom and very top.
Residential peer groups are modest in size and highly heterogeneous even for students living
in rooms with similar prices. Panel B of Figure IV displays a histogram of residential peer group
sizes. Mean group size is 9.7, with the middle 50% of the distribution falling between 7 and
12. Panels C and D of Figure IV show the variation in peer attributes within groups defined by
own room price. Panel C displays the mean and 90–10 spread of peer neighborhood price rank
by ventile of the own-price distribution within each year. Peer mean room rank rises steadily
through roughly the fiftieth percentile of the own-price distribution, at which point it plateaus.
Except for the bottom-most ventile of the own-price distribution, students at each level of the
own-price distribution experience a wide range of residential peer price levels. As shown in the
right panel of the graph, the same is true for peer private high school shares. There are students
in the top ventile of the own-price distribution whose peer groups consist entirely of students not
from private feeder schools, and students in the bottom-most ventile whose peers are almost half
private feeder school students.
Turning to the randomized design, we first show that there is wide variation in peer group assignments within randomization blocks. Panel A of Figure V shows the distribution of block sizes.
The average block consists of 34.1 individuals; the 25th percentile of the block size distribution is
11 and the 75th percentile is 52. Panels B and C describe how peer neighborhood attributes vary
within block. In both panels, each vertical unit represents an individual. Individuals are sorted
vertically by randomization blocks, with blocks in Panel B (C) sorted by the maximum value of
neighborhood mean price (neighborhood private high school share) in the block. The shaded
area for each individual corresponds to the range between the minimum and maximium value of
neighborhood price (neighborhood private high school share) in the block.
Panel B shows that within-block variation spans nearly the entire range of peer neighborhood
prices. The vertical lines show the 10th and 90th percentiles of the neighborhood price distribution. There are blocks in which prices range from the maximum price to the median, and many
that span the middle 50% of the distribution. The only region of the neighborhood price space
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over which there is little within-block variation is the very bottom of the distribution. The cheapest rooms at Harvard are physically separated from the rest; students asking for the cheapest
rooms cannot be placed in high- or even mid-priced peer neighborhoods. The right graph shows
that most blocks span a wide range of neighborhood private high school shares, with many blocks
spanning the full range of possible shares, from zero to one. Overall, 24% of within-year variance
in peer neighborhood price and 67% of within-year variance in peer private feeder share occurs
within randomization blocks.
V.C. Balance Tests and First Stage Effects
For the residential randomization design to provide evidence on the effects of exposure to highstatus peers, assignment to more expensive rooms within a randomization block must affect the
peer environment but be uncorrelated with students’ baseline characteristics. Results reported in
Panel A of Table V show that controlling for randomization blocks eliminates the strong crosssectional relationship between neighborhood price rank RPp and predetermined individual characteristics. We estimate versions of Equation 2 with the individual covariates Xi listed in the rows
as the dependent variable and expanding sets of fixed effects as we move from left to right. Each
cell reports estimates of the effect of RPp . Recall that RPp is a rank variable that ranges from zero
to one, so coefficients can be interpeted as the change in the dependent variable associated with
moving from the lowest-ranked peer neighborhood in a cohort to the highest.
The first column of Table V reports estimates from specifications which control only for entry
year dummies, i.e., not for randomization blocks. Students at the bottom of the peer neighborhood
price distribution differ dramatically from those at the top. Students at the top of the distribution
pay $207 more on average for their rooms (97.0% of the sample mean), are 39.4 percentage points
more likely to have attended a private school, and 29.6 percentage points more likely to have
attended a private feeder school. They are 7.1 percentage points (81.6% of the sample mean) more
likely to have a Harvard father and 11.0 percentage points (47.8% of the sample mean) more likely
to have a Harvard brother. They are less likely to report southern or eastern European heritage and
more likely to have fathers who are doctors or lawyers. We reject the joint null of no relationship
between neighborhood price and own attributes at the p < 0.001 level.
The second column of Table V adds fixed effects for each interaction of per-occupant price
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and entering cohort, while the third column adds the full set of randomization block fixed effects
and main feeder high school dummies as in Equation 2. With the addition of block controls the
relationship between neighborhood mean price and own attributes becomes economically and
statistically insignificant. Note that price per student effects in columns two and three and the
private feeder effect in column three are mechanically zero due to the control set. After controlling for per-occupant price by cohort blocks, we cannot reject the null that all effects are zero
(p=0.824). This null relationship persists when we add the full set of randomization blocks and
high school dummies (p=0.459). Our findings are consistent with primary source descriptions of
the assignment process as conditionally random.
Students assigned to higher-priced neighborhoods have higher-status peers. Panel B of Table V
reports estimates of Equation 2 with peer mean attributes on the left hand side. When measuring
neighborhood mean attributes for student i, we leave out individual i and other students in i’s
room. Conditional on randomization block and high school fixed effects, students assigned to the
highest-price neighborhoods have peer private high school shares that are 28.2 percentage points
higher (on an in-sample mean of 59.3) than students assigned to the lowest-price neighborhoods,
and private feeder high school peer shares that are 20.2 percentage points higher (on a mean of
31.4), conditional on randomization block. These effects are precisely estimated, with standard
errors of 3.3 and 3.2, respectively. A 50 percentile increase in peer neighborhood rank— easily
within the support of observed random variation— increases peer private feeder share by 32.1%
of the sample mean. We see similar effects across other student attributes. Peer legacy shares
are 6.3 percentage points higher, and peer eastern European immigrant shares are 4.8 percentage
points lower. Exposure to rooms in the top 50% and top 10% of the room price distribution also
rises dramatically.
Online Appendix Table A.VI describes how neighborhood price rank relates to links to other
data sources and how it is correlated with the college- and post-college outcomes of residential
peers. Data links are downstream of room assignment and in principle could be affected by it.
However, after conditioning on randomization block, we do not observe a relationship between
neighborhood price rank and links to Class Report or Census data sources. This mitigates concerns about differential censoring. Peer outcomes shift with RPp , even after conditioning on randomization blocks. Students in higher-priced neighborhoods have peers who participate in more
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activities, perform worse in the classroom, are more likely to join final clubs later in college, and
are more likely to pursue finance careers in the long run. These estimates should be interpreted
cautiously because they capture both differences in peer background across groups and endogenous social effects (Manski, 1993).
In sum, this setting is a promising one for learning about the effects of exposure to high-status
peers. Assignment to higher-priced residential neighborhoods is conditionally uncorrelated with
predetermined student attributes but produces large changes in peer environment.
V.D. Social and Academic Success At College
Table VI reports the effects of assignment to higher priced peer neighborhoods on social and
academic outcomes while at college. We present separate estimates for the full sample, for private
feeder students, and for other students. The ‘Test’ column reports p-values from statistical tests of
the null that effects for private feeder students and other students are equal.
Placement in a higher-priced peer neighborhood raises participation in social activities while
in college. Panel A of Table VI reports effects of peer neighborhood price on freshman extracurricular activities. A change in peer neighborhood rank from zero to one raises the share of students
who report any activity by 7.0 percentage points (SE=3.4; relative to a residential sample mean of
60.5%), the activity count by 0.287 (SE=0.111; mean of 1.268), and the percent of students reporting
leadership roles in any activity by 4.3 percentage points (SE=2.0; mean of 8.4%). The aggregate
effect of changes in quantity and type of activities is to raise the activity private high school index
by 0.209 standard deviations (SE=0.081), equal to 34.3% of the gap in activity index between private feeder students and other students in the full sample. Looking across activities, we observe
the largest point estimates for social committees (5.0 percentage points) and music.
The full sample effects are entirely driven by students from private feeder schools. A zero-toone change in neighborhood rank raises the count of activities that private feeder school students
participate in by 0.657 (SE=0.223), and the private school activity index by 0.499 (SE=0.172). The
activity types that drive the index effect for private feeder students are leadership positions and
schoolwide social committees. In particular, social committee participation rises by 18.7 percentage points (SE=5.8) with a one-unit change in room rank. For students not from private feeder
schools, the effects of placement in higher-priced peer neighborhood on any activity, the count of
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activities, activity leadership, and all specific activity types are economically small and not statistically different from zero at conventional levels. The p-values from tests of the null of equal effects
for private feeder and other students are roughly 0.01 for the summary activity count and activity
index measures.
We do not find evidence that private feeder students assigned to high-status residential peer
groups shift away from activities with lower-status students. Effects are positive or near zero
across the board, even for activities with relatively low shares of private feeder students, such as
music. Placement in high-priced neighborhoods leads to increased participation in high-status
activities, not substitution between activities.
We now turn to our main measure of social success in college: selective upper-year final clubs.
Our findings, reported in Panel B of Table VI, are similar to those for first-year activities. In the full
sample, a one-unit change in neighborhood rank raises the rate at which students join selective
final clubs by 6.5 percentage points (SE=2.1; sample mean of 9.5). This effect is driven entirely by
a 16.7 percentage point effect for private feeder students (SE=5.6), with a precise zero effect for
other students. We reject the null of equal effects across the two groups (p=0.004).
We see small negative effects for private feeder students on participation in less selective final
clubs, suggesting that some of the increase in selective final club participation is an intensive
margin effect (i.e., participating in a more exclusive club rather than a less exclusive one). Hasty
Pudding participation and the upper-year club index also rise for private feeder students but not
for other students. Statistical tests of differences between the effects for private feeder students
and other students reject the null at p-values of roughly 0.05 for both outcomes.
The social effects we see are economically large. A fifty percentile increase in peer neighborhood rank raises activity counts for private feeder students by 19.0% of the sample mean in that
group and 49.3% of the gap between private feeder and other students. The equivalent figures for
social committees are 46.0% and 67.3%; for selective final clubs they are 37.7% and 45.0%.
Panel A of Figure VI uses a binscatter graph to show how the gap in selective final club membership by high school type grows as randomized exposure to high-status peers increases. We
regress final club membership and neighborhood price rank on randomization block and high
school fixed effects as in equation 2, splitting the sample by high school type. We then plot the
mean selective final club residual against the neighborhood price rank mean residual at each decile
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of its distribution. To capture level differences across high school types, we add the sample mean
back to the residuals for each group. For private feeder students, final club membership rates grow
steadily with neighborhood price rank. For other students, club membership rates stay flat at a
lower level. The gap between the two groups grows by about two thirds as we move from the bottom decile to the top decile of the within-block neighborhood rank distribution. This corresponds
to a roughly 50 percentile increase in neighborhood rank.
In contrast to our findings for social activities, assignment to a higher-priced peer neighborhood has no effect on academic rank. Results reported in Panel C of Table VI show that assignment
to higher-priced peer neighborhoods does not raise students’ chances of having grades in the top
three rank groups. The effect of assignment to higher-priced peer neighborhoods on a continuous
class rank measure is also near zero. Panel B of Figure VI shows that the gap in average rank
group between private feeder students and their better-performing peers from other school types
is stable across the distribution of neighborhood rank.
We do see evidence that assignment to a higher-priced neighborhood raises the rates at which
students show up in the rank lists, indicating that they do not have incomplete or non-passing
grades. In the full sample, a fifty percentile change in neighborhood rank raises the rate of list
appearance by 3.7 percentage points, 4.6 percent of the sample mean. We observe effects of similar
size for private feeder and other students. Overall, we interpret these results as evidence that
higher-status peers do not generally affect grades but may modestly reduce the risk of very bad
academic outcomes or failure to complete a term on time.
V.E. Adult Social Lives and Career Paths
Twenty-five years after graduation, assignment to higher-priced peer neighborhoods raises
adult participation in social organizations, but again only for private feeder students. Panel A of
Table VII reports the effects of residential peer group rank on participation in adult social organizations. In the full sample, a zero-to-one change in peer neighborhood rank raises the rate of
membership in any adult social organization by 6.6 percentage points (SE=3.6, sample mean of
38.1%). The full-sample increase reflects the combination of a 24.1 percentage point increase for
private feeder students (SE=6.7) and a zero effect for others. We reject the null that the two effects
are equal (p=0.003). A 50 percentile change in peer neighborhood price raises rates of participa29

tion in adult social clubs for private feeder students by 26.0% of their sample mean. Panel C of
Figure VI shows the increase in the gap in adult social club participation by high school type as
one moves from the bottom to the top of the distribution of random variation in neighborhood
price.
Within the social organization category, increased participation rates for private feeder students
are driven mostly by country clubs, for which participation rates rise by by 21.9 percentage points
(SE=6.6). We see no effects for membership in professional or honor societies. These findings again
parallel descriptive results from Table III showing that members of selective final clubs were more
likely to participate in adult social clubs but not professional or honor societies.
Exposure to higher-status peers causes students from private feeder schools to pursue careers
with higher private school shares but pushes other students in the opposite direction. We report
these findings in Panel B of Table VII. Focusing first on the occupation private high school index,
we see an effect near zero in the full sample. This reflects offsetting effects for private feeder students and other students. For private feeder students, a zero-to-one change in peer neighborhood
price raises the occupation index by 0.450 (SE=0.181). For other students it lowers that index by
0.164 (SE=0.093). The p-value from a test that these two effects are equal is 0.002.
Finance is the key driver of shifts in the private school index. Assignment to a higher-priced
neighborhood raises the share of private feeder students going into finance by 14.4 percentage
points (SE=5.8), on a base of 18.1% in the residential sample. Recall that finance is the occupation
with the largest share of private feeder students. Exposure to higher status peers decreases the
rates at which other students go into finance. A test of the null that the finance effect is the same
for private feeder students and other students returns a p-value of 0.002. There are smaller shifts
across other occupations, with private feeder students shifting away from medicine, higher education, and teaching, and other students shifting towards medicine. Both groups shift modestly
towards an aggregate “business” category combining management, accounting, and retail.22
As with social outcomes, effects on occupational outcomes are economically large. A 50 percentile increase in peer mean room price raises the share of private feeder students pursuing finance careers by 39.6% of their sample mean and 80.1% of the gap by high school type. For the
22 This shift is driven by senior management and accounting for private feeder students, and by lower management
for others. See Online Appendix Table A.VII for these results and estimates for other occupation types.
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occupation index, this effect is equal to 69.5% of the gap by high school type. Panel D of Figure
VI shows how the gap in the occupation index increases for private feeder students and decreases
for others as neighborhood price rank increases. As was the case for short- and long-run social
outcomes, exposure to higher-status peers tends to expand gaps by baseline social status.23
V.F. Census Outcomes
We next estimate the effects of residential peer neighborhood on outcomes from the 1940 Census. Sample restrictions required by the Census match procedure reduce sample size by roughly
two thirds relative to specifications with Class Report outcomes. This smaller sample produces
confidence intervals that are too large to be informative. We report our findings in Panel C of Table VII. To take one example, the standard error of our estimate of the effects of a one-unit change
in peer price rank on wage income topcoding for private feeder students is 9.9 percentage points.
Given our point estimate of approximately zero, the 95% CI spans increases and decreases in topcode rates of close to 20 percentage points in each direction, on a private feeder sample mean of
25.0%, so we cannot rule out a doubling in topcode rate or a fall to near zero.
A more informative approach is to combine outcomes from the Class Reports with Census
earnings data to construct an earnings index that captures how much we might expect earnings to
change based on the shifts in occupation and adult social outcomes that we observe in the Class
Reports. Using the set of students matched to both Census earnings records and Class Reports,
we regress earnings on indicators for each broad occupation and adult social activity category. As
with our private school indices, we select covariates using a Lasso, using EBIC for model selection.
Our index is the predicted value from this regression, which we can compute for all students in
the Class Report occupation sample, not just those matched to the Census. Units are dollars. We
place this Class Report earnings index on the left side of equation 2.
23 The decrease for low-status students differs somewhat from zero effects for this group we observe in most other domains. One possible rationale for the shift away from private school typical careers among non-private feeder students
is social identity theory (Tajfel et al., 1971; Goette, Huffman and Meier, 2006, 2012), which argues that making group
distinctions salient can produce group-favoring behavior and expand cross-group gaps. Carrell, Sacerdote and West
(2013) similarly provide an example where placing low-achieving students with high-achieving peers leads to endogenous segregation and harms low achievers. Looking across outcomes, we see some support for this idea, in the form
of modest (though typically statistically insignificant) shifts away from private feeder typical activities such as social
committees and Hasty Pudding. Exposure to high-status peers also modestly reduces marriage rates for lower-status
students (see section V.H) . However, the presence of null effects on most other outcomes for lower-status students and
the difficulty of ruling out other causal channels argues for a cautious interpretation.
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This approach can be thought of as a Harvard-specific version of the occupation indices often
used to analyze historical census records (Olivetti and Paserman, 2015; Feigenbaum, 2018; Saavedra and Twinam, 2020; Abramitzky et al., 2021).24 At minimum, it provides insight into whether
the kinds of shifts in Class Report outcomes we see in response to exposure to high-status peers
are associated with higher earnings in the cross section. Under additional (strong) assumptions,
it may provide a guide to what we would see if we could observe earnings for more students in
our Harvard sample. These assumptions are a) that the relationship between earnings and Class
Report outcomes for students not matched to the census are the same as those who are matched,
and b) that earnings responses to shifts in Class Report outcomes induced by peer environment
affect earnings as in the cross section.
We report our findings in the bottom row of Table VII. A 50-percentile shift in peer neighborhood rank raises the Class Report earnings index for private feeder students by $64 (SE=24). The
effect for other students is a precise zero. While our sample of census-matched students in the
room randomization analysis is small and yields imprecise estimates, the shifts we see in Class
Report outcomes are generally associated with higher earnings.25
V.G. Alternate Modeling Choices
Additional analyses explore the sensitivity of our quasi-experimental findings to alternate
modeling decisions. Online Appendix Tables A.VIII through A.XI show that our findings are
similar when we exclude high school fixed effects or when we both exclude high school fixed
effects and limit the randomization blocks to interactions between per-occupant price and year,
dropping interactions with occupant count. As suggested by the balance analysis in Table V,
year-specific room price dummies are the key controls. Online Appendix Tables A.XII and A.XIII
report findings for alternate definitions of the private feeder group and for private non-feeder
24 Recall that standard occupation scores are ill-suited to our context because the business and finance careers that
Harvard students pursue are poorly categorized in Census data. See section III.C and Online Appendix B.3.
25 The observed shifts in wage index values are similar to the earnings effects we observe in cross-sectional data.
Consider an instrumental variables regression in the sample of private feeder students in which neighborhood price
rank is the instrument, selective final club membership is the endogenous regressor, and the Class Report wage index is
the outcome. The IV estimate of the final club premium is $767 (=$129/0.167), where the $129 is from Table VII and the
0.167 first-stage effect is from Table VI. This is similar to our $777 OLS estimate of the final club premium in our base
descriptive specification (Panel B of Table IV). The IV exclusion restriction requires that the changes in college social
lives we document in Table VI do not affect earnings independently of final club membership. This is in addition to the
assumptions required for wage indices to predict earnings values. We therefore interpret the IV estimate cautiously.
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schools. Our findings for private feeders are similar when we consider more or less expansive
group definitions. Effects for private non-feeder students are similar to those for other non-feeder
students. Online Appendix Tables A.XIV and A.XV report results that drop the 1919, 1920, and
1921 entering cohorts. These students arrived on campus before the first reference to the roomrandomization scheme we find in primary source documents, so it is possible they were subject
to a different procedure. Dropping them does not affect our findings. Online Appendix Tables
A.XVI and A.XVII report results using randomization inference as opposed to clustered standard
errors to conduct statistical tests; our results are unaffected. Finally, Online Appendix Figure A.VI
displays results from specifications in which we replace our linear measure of peer neighborhood
rank with dummies for terciles of rank, measuring the effects of placement in the second or third
tercile of neighborhood price rank relative to the first. We observe rising effects across terciles on
selective social and career outcomes for private feeder students, while the effects for students not
from private feeder schools are near zero across all outcomes.
V.H. Mechanisms and Heterogeneous Effects
Several supplemental analyses shed light on the pathways through which residential peers
shape long-run outcomes. We summarize our findings here. See Online Appendix B.8 for details.
Academic achievement. The shifts in social and career outcomes that we observe for private
feeder students are driven by students who are also academic high achievers. The shift towards
finance careers comes from relatively high achieving high status students who otherwise would
have become doctors or professors, not from lower-achieving students.
The Great Depression. The students in classes of 1930 and later graduated into the teeth of the
Great Depression, which could affect the importance of social ties for early-career job finding
(Kramarz and Skans, 2014). However, we see little evidence that the effects of residential peers
vary with the timing of Depression exposure.
Major choice and career intent. School peers may shape long run outcomes by changing academic
specialization in college, by changing career goals at the time of college completion, or by changing
how careers play out. Consistent with Sacerdote (2001), we find no evidence that peers change
students’ major choices. We observe some evidence of modest effects on stated career intent at the
time of graduation. Changes in career paths due to residential peer assignment appear to come
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mostly from changes in outcomes conditional on specialization and goals.
The marriage market. Exposure to high-status residential peers may also shape outcomes in
the marriage market. Historical accounts of Harvard social clubs such as Amory (1947) describe
their importance for marriage outcomes, and studies in other settings emphasize the importance
of marriage for the intergenerational transmission of social status (Ager, Boustan and Eriksson,
2019). We document strong assortative matching on religious/cultural background. We then show
that assignment to high-status residential peers raises the chances that high-status students marry
wives with Colonial birth names, increasing marital assortativity.
VI. H ARVARD S TUDENTS A CROSS THE 20 TH C ENTURY
VI.A. The Long-Run Harvard Time Series
Our main results speak to the role of social interactions among high-status peers in the formation of the mid-century American elite. This section extends the descriptive analysis through
Generation X and Millennial cohorts in the 2010s labor market. The goal is to understand how
patterns of enrollment, academic performance, and career choice have changed, and what this
says about upward mobility among the educational elite across the 20th century.
We extend the time series for key outcomes through the present. To describe student attributes,
we use Freshman Red Books for each graduating class through 2015. For academic and career
outcomes, we link the Red Books to 25th Reunion Class Reports digitized at five year intervals
through 1990; i.e., 1945, 1950, and so on. Census data are not available after 1940, but Latin honors
at graduation and career descriptors are. We use first names to classify students on the basis of
gender and extend our race/ethnicity classification scheme to include Black, Latino, and Asian
students based on names and hand-codes of headshots.26 We retain the same set of private feeder
schools for the long-run analysis, while extending our classification of public feeders to include
schools that send many students to Harvard after the 1930s. To facilitate cross-time comparisons,
we classify medical and law careers based on degree receipt.
26 Because hand-coding is costly, we code three out of every five years after 1955, focusing on blocks surrounding each

five-year interval. e.g. 1989, 1990, and 1991 for the 1990 block. We drop uncoded cohorts from race/ethnicity analyses.
Because fashions in first names may change, race/ethnicity codes in the long-run series use only surnames. Note that
while name and visual codes are common in practice (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Fiscella and Fremont, 2006;
Adukia et al., 2021), they are imperfect measures of self-reported racial identity (Feliciano, 2016).
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While systematic reporting of social activities is not available for recent cohorts, we were able
to access a “club catalog” for the A.D. club— one of the selective final clubs we identify in section
III (A.D. Club, 2015). This document lists all A.D. members through the class of 2015.
Online Appendix B.9 describes data construction and presents evidence that the data allow
for consistent cross-time comparisons of group outcomes. Several pieces of evidence indicate the
data we construct is of high quality. We match publicly reported aggregate statistics on academic
honors, gender mix, and the share of Asian students almost exactly. Shares of under-represented
minority (URM) students closely follow published aggregates through the 1980s, though they
fall below published values after 1990 (after the termination of our Class Report series). Shares of
students pursuing different graduate degrees over time are similar to survey reports in Goldin and
Katz (2008), and we see little evidence of differential reporting across groups. In sum, these data
capture big-picture trends in other data sources, extend the time horizon on available aggregates,
and allow for new comparisons of outcomes across groups.
VI.B. Harvard Diversifies
Harvard became dramatically more diverse in terms of gender and race/ethnicity between the
1920s and 2010s. Table VIII describes the gender and race/ethnicity of Harvard students in four
blocks, each 20 to 25 years long. Panel A of Table VIII reports statistics for Harvard students as
a whole. We start observing female students in our data in the class of 1975. By the early 2000s,
the class is split evenly between men and women. The share of students with Jewish surnames
rises after World War II, then falls again in the modern era. Shares of Asian and URM students
are near zero through the late 1960s, then rise sharply. As reported in Panel B, students from
private feeder schools diversify in parallel with the broader population. The share of students
from private feeders declines as Harvard’s national footprint expands (Hoxby, 2009).
The picture is different for A.D., the selective final club. Increases in female and non-white
enrollment at Harvard do not carry over to club members. The club remains all male through
2015, and only 9% of post-1990 members are non-white, compared to 29.5% of students overall.
The club does appear to assimilate Jewish students by the 1990s, with shares similar to Harvard
as a whole. The share of members from private feeder schools falls sharply, from 81% before
1945 to 9.0% after 1990 (though the 9% value is more than double the overall share). For club
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membership, distinctions between white ethnic groups and the dominance of the private feeders
decline in importance over time but divides by race and gender emerge as Harvard integrates.
VI.C. Grades and Career Paths over Time
We next consider academic performance, taking Latin honors at graduation as our measure of
interest. Because nearly 80% of students graduate with some kind of honors degree by the late
20th century, we focus on magna or summa cum laude graduates. By this definition, the share of
academic high achievers rises from 8% in the mid 1920s to 33% in the late 1980s. Healy (2001)
attributes the increase in honors degrees to grade inflation during the Vietnam War.
Students from the “outsider” groups we identify at Harvard in the 1920s and 1930s academically outperform traditional “insider” groups across the 20th century. Panel A of Figure VII
shows that students from public feeder high schools outperform students from private feeder
high schools over the full 1924-1990 period. Panel B shows that students with Jewish surnames
outperform students with Colonial surnames over the full period as well. In more recent cohorts,
students we categorize as Asian are more likely to graduate with high honors, and students we
categorize as URMs are less likely. Finally, as shown in Panel C, members of the A.D. final club
are much less likely to graduate with high honors than other students across the 20th century.
We next describe the evolution of career choices. Our first result is that the shares of students
pursuing finance careers by high school type and race/ethnicity converge over time. Panels D
and E of Figure VII show a steady decline in the finance gap between private and public feeder
schools, and between students with Jewish and Colonial surnames. For the classes between 1970
and 1990, the shares of students pursuing finance by race/ethnicity cluster between 6.3% (for
Jewish students) and 11.1% (for Colonial students), with rates for other white students, URM
students, and Asian students all between 8.7% and 10.8%.
Our second result is that members of the A.D. final club are much more likely than other students go into finance over the full 1924-1990 period. As shown in Panel F of Figure VII, this gap
expands over time. 33% of club members in 1970s and later cohorts work in finance, compared to
9.2% of other students. Tables IX and X report how other career outcomes vary over time. Club
members are less likely than other students to work in medicine and higher education over the
full sample period, and more likely to get MBA degrees in the post-war period.
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The patterns of career choice, academic performance, and demographic composition that we
observe for the A.D. club between 1923 and 2015 recall those we observed for all selective final
clubs in our main sample. We note that our long-run findings may not apply to other final clubs,
and that the continuity of descriptive patterns does not imply the continuity of causal mechanisms.
Our findings do, however, yield an existence result: the “social path” for high-status, academically
low-performing students to final clubs and then to finance careers remains operative across the
20th century, with some of the same institutions involved.
Other cross-group comparisons reported in Tables IX and X are also of interest. For example,
we observe large gaps in finance careers by gender, emerging gaps in academic careers and MBA
receipt by high school type, and a persistent Jewish-Colonial gap in medical careers.
VI.D. Income Mobility for Recent Cohorts
To what extent does family background continue to predict income for students at elite universities? We address this question using data from Chetty et al. (2020). These data describe the
joint distribution of parent and child income for children born between 1980 and 1982, split by
university type. We focus on the Ivy+ tier, which consists of the eight Ivy League universities
(including Harvard), Duke, Stanford, MIT, and UChicago.
Panel A of Figure VIII displays the histogram of parent income among students at Ivy+ universities. As reported in Chetty et al. (2020), Ivy+ students are drawn disproportionately from
the top of the income distribution. 2.2% come from the top 0.1% of the parent income distribution, 14.5% from the top 1%, and 68% from the top quintile. Understanding the child-parent SES
gradient within Ivy+ universities requires zooming in on high parent incomes.
Our central finding here is that, within elite universities, children from the richest families
continue to have much higher incomes than other students. Panels B and C of Figure VIII display
mean income and (age-adjusted) top 1% share for Ivy+ students within bins defined by parent
income percentile. We focus on the top quintile of the parent income distribution, and show
separate points for each percentile within the top 5%, as well for as the top 0.1%.
Mean earnings for children are fairly flat between the 80th and 95th percentiles of the parent
income distribution, which accounts for 26.9% of Ivy+ student enrollment. Ivy+ students with
parents between the 80th and 90th percentile of the income distribution earn $135,000 on average,
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similar to the $132,000 average for students with parents between the 90th and 95th percentiles.27
Starting around the 95th percentile, the slope ticks up. Students with parents between the 99th
and 99.9th percentiles earn $176,000 on average, 33% more than students with parents in the 9095th percentiles. Students with parents in the top 0.1% earn an average of $233,000, 76% more than
students from 90th-95th percentile parents. For top 1% income shares, the story is similar. Roughly
25% of students from top 1% parents are in the top 1% of the income distribution themselves, 40%
higher than for students from 90-95th percentile parents.28
The gaps in top income shares between Ivy+ students from top 1% parents and other Ivy+
students among 1980s birth cohorts are similar to the differences by high school type that we
observe in the historical Harvard data. In our main analysis sample, 24.7% of Harvard students
from private feeder schools have incomes in the top 1% of the earnings distribution for men in their
birth cohorts ($3945 or higher), 62% higher than the 15.2% for other Harvard students. Private
feeder attendance and parent income are not perfect proxies for one another. However, these
findings do indicate that gaps in child outcomes by parent income for older Millennials are large
in historical terms— i.e., they are of fairly similar size those generated by the extensive social,
academic, and career differences we document among Greatest Generation cohorts.
VI.E. University Institutions and Policies
This section summarizes how various university institutions and policies may mediate the
long-run patterns that we observe. See Online Appendix B.10 for details.
Admissions policy. That students from high-status backgrounds tend to perform less well academically than others is consistent with available data on admissions standards. Students from
privileged backgrounds appear to have retained substantial admissions advantages over the 20th
century. Karabel reports that in 1940 only one out of 77 applicants from the elite private schools
27 This

relationship remains flat for lower parent incomes. See Online Appendix Table A.XVIII.

28 These findings may appear to differ from results reported in Chetty et al. (2020), who describe a flat, linear relation-

ship between average child income rank and parent income rank across the income distribution. In fact, our findings
are consistent with their results— the linear relationship between average child rank and parent income rank coexists
with the sharp rise in average income and top 1% shares above the 95th percentile. This occurs because the share of
children not working or with low incomes also rises at the top of the parent income distribution, and approximately
balances out the increasing shares of very high-income children when averages are taken over ranks (as opposed to
dollars). Online Appendix Figure A.VII reproduces the flat, linear rank-rank relationship reported in Figure III.C of
Chetty et al., following Chetty et al. by aggregating across ventiles of parent income. Looking within the top ventile of
the parent income distribution, mean child rank has a hump shape, first rising and then falling steeply for children of
the highest-income parents. See Online Appendix Table A.XVIII for descriptive statistics.
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was rejected, compared to 14 out of 59 applicants from Boston Latin (p. 174). Arcidiacono, Kinsler
and Ransom (2019) reports that applicants who are legacies, likely donors, or children of faculty
(LDC) are more likely to be admitted to Harvard than other students whose academic performance
is better. For example, LDC students in the third decile of Harvard’s academic performance index
are more likely to be admitted than non-LDC students in the 10th decile. The 19% LDC share in
recent Harvard cohorts is similar to the 24% private feeder share in our main sample period.
Harvard introduced non-academic admissions criteria in 1926. Online Appendix Figure A.VIII
shows that the share of students with Jewish names fell substantially following this change.
Academic success. We observe a final club membership premium that is much larger than the
academic success premium. A comparison to Goldin and Katz (2008) suggests that the returns to
academic performance at Harvard may have risen over time, but that the social success premium
we observe is large even compared to returns to academic success for recent cohorts.
Field of study. Consistent with recent evidence (Goldin and Katz, 2008; Bleemer and Mehta,
Forthcoming), descriptive analyses show that majoring in economics offers a sizeable earnings
return and a path to finance careers for pre-war Harvard cohorts. However, major choice does
not mediate the career effects of final club membership. The academic path towards finance is
separate from the social path in the cohorts we study.
Sports participation. Intercollegiate sports were central to social life at Harvard in the period
we study. For example, Harvard and Porcellian alumnus Teddy Roosevelt equated the value of
college sports to academic work (Roosevelt, 1900). Shulman and Bowen (2011) show that recent
cohorts of college athletes tend to have lower grades than other students, but earn more. We
observe the same patterns among pre-war Harvard students. Descriptively, roughly 50% of the
earnings premium associated with sports participation is explained by athletes’ social success.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper shows how social interactions at Harvard shaped the business and civic elite in
the post-war United States. Our key finding is that the benefits of exposure to high-status peers
accrue only to students from high-status backgrounds. Even prolonged residential contact with
high-status peers is not sufficient to help lower-status students access exclusive old boys’ clubs
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and the career and social outcomes with which club membership is correlated.
Our results are consistent with the broad point that social factors are an important determinant
of labor market success (Granovetter, 1973; Deming, 2017; Lleras-Muney et al., 2020) and highlight the extent to which these factors may expand baseline differences across social groups. Our
exercise contributes in three ways: 1) by testing the general proposition that social interactions
shape high-stakes outcomes, 2) by showing that social interactions among educational elites did
shape the composition of the US elite at an important historical juncture, and 3) by evaluating the
specific policies that Harvard used at the time to promote cross-group interaction on campus, and
that many institutions continue to use today.
A large body of social science research emphasizes the importance of inclusive institutions and
competition between different groups of elites for economic growth (Acemoglu and Robinson,
2000, 2006, 2008, 2012), as well as the consequences of ingroup bias for efficiency (Alesina and
Ferrara, 2005; Hjort, 2014; Fisman, Paravisini and Vig, 2017). Elite universities have a potentially
important role to play in identifying talented students from underrepresented groups and helping
them access influential positions in the economy and society. However, our findings suggest that
expanding formal access to elite higher education may not by itself integrate the old boys’ clubs
upon which access to some top positions seems to depend. What policymakers at universities and
beyond can do to promote broader access to these groups is a subject for future work.
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TABLES

Table I
Data Availability by Source
Data type
Share non-missing
A. Match rates within available cohorts
Freshman Red Book
1.000
High school
0.984
Campus address
0.950
25 year Class Report
0.911
Class Report occupation
0.793
1940 Census
0.647
Pre-Harvard census
0.619

Universe
Cohorts 1919-35
Cohorts 1919-35
Cohorts 1919-25; 1927-35
Cohorts 1920-35
Cohorts 1920-35
Cohorts 1920-30
Cohorts 1920-33

B. Match rates conditional on Class Report availability
Class Report occupation
0.871
Cohorts 1920-35 in Class Report
1940 Census
0.685
Cohorts 1920-30 in Class Report
Pre-Harvard Census
0.661
Cohorts 1920-33 in Class Report

N
14383
14383
13629
13820
13820
8851
11800

12592
8350
11039

Notes. Match rates by data source and/or data type. The second column presents the share of students in the listed sample universe
who have the data described in the first column. The third column describes the relevant universe. Cohorts for whom a particular data
source was unavailable are excluded from the universe. The fourth column presents the number of students in the relevant universe.
The universe in Panel A is students in Freshman Red Books, for listed cohorts. The universe in Panel B is students in Freshman Red
Books who are matched to Class Report records, again for listed cohorts.
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Table II
Family Background and College Outcomes for Harvard Students
All

Private feeder

Non-private

Hasty Pudding

Sel. Fin. Club

0.463
0.240
0.226
0.070
0.204
0.066
0.055
0.293

1.000
1.000
0.000
0.143
0.290
0.013
0.028
0.430

0.289
0.000
0.297
0.046
0.176
0.083
0.063
0.250

0.909
0.616
0.019
0.179
0.362
0.006
0.030
0.468

0.949
0.733
0.012
0.216
0.402
0.002
0.014
0.510

B. Census childhood household demographics
S or E Eur. immg. gen. 1-2
0.099
Father’s occupation: doctor
0.105
Father’s occupation: lawyer
0.122

0.011
0.122
0.171

0.128
0.099
0.105

0.007
0.094
0.190

0.011
0.083
0.185

C. First-year campus location
Live on campus
Room price per occupant ($)
Peer neighborhood price ($)
25th pctile neighborhood rank
75th pctile neighborhood rank

0.800
209.2
213.9
0.256
0.711

0.964
234.5
228.0
0.359
0.768

0.749
198.1
207.5
0.215
0.691

0.983
231.3
227.6
0.386
0.768

0.987
232.7
233.9
0.444
0.805

D. Academic class rank groups
High grades (groups 1-3)
Not ranked

0.242
0.208

0.152
0.216

0.270
0.205

0.118
0.138

0.093
0.130

E. First-year activities
Have any activity
N activities
Activity leadership position
Sports
Social
Music
First-year activity index

0.526
1.047
0.064
0.367
0.083
0.133
0.000

0.709
1.681
0.135
0.552
0.199
0.163
0.539

0.468
0.847
0.042
0.309
0.047
0.123
-0.170

0.868
2.478
0.224
0.728
0.360
0.208
1.121

0.918
2.801
0.269
0.791
0.485
0.187
1.503

F. Upper-year social clubs
Hasty Pudding
Selective final club
Any final club
Upper-year club index
N

0.153
0.070
0.136
0.000
14383

0.394
0.215
0.370
0.727
3449

0.077
0.025
0.062
-0.229
10934

1.000
0.435
0.744
2.138
2053

0.950
1.000
1.000
2.778
941

A. Demographics
Any private high school
Private feeder
Any public feeder
Have Harvard father
Have Harvard brother
Jewish name
Catholic name
Colonial name

Notes. Descriptive statistics across sample definitions. Columns are samples, rows are variables, cells display variable means unless
otherwise specified. Columns as follows. All: full Red Book sample universe. Private feeder: students who attended private feeder
high schools. All non-private: all students not in the private feeder category. Hasty Pudding and Sel. Fin. Club: Hasty Pudding
club and selective final club members, respectively. Panel A: Demographic variables from Red Books. Panel B: Demographics from
pre-college Census records. We exclude the 1919, 1934, and 1935 cohorts from this sample due to missing data. Panel C: Campus
address data from Red Books and merged room characteristics; 1926 entering class omitted. D: First-year academic outcomes. “High
grades” are those in the top three rank groups. Panel E: College activities from Red Books. Panel F: Membership in upper year social
clubs. 1935 cohort excluded due to missing data. Sample sizes vary across rows due to data availability. See text for details. See Online
Appendix Table A.II for additional covariates.
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Table III
Adult Outcomes for Harvard Students
All

Private feeder

Non-private

Hasty Pudding

Sel. Fin. Club

A. Adult associations
Any social club
Country club
Gentleman’s club
Any honor/prof group
Adult association index

0.343
0.242
0.112
0.369
0.000

0.450
0.363
0.210
0.311
0.413

0.308
0.203
0.081
0.387
-0.133

0.549
0.459
0.293
0.323
0.694

0.590
0.490
0.367
0.320
0.894

B. Occupations
Have occupation
Finance
Accounting
Medicine
Law
Higher ed.
Occupation index

0.871
0.101
0.108
0.091
0.123
0.070
0.000

0.858
0.175
0.119
0.060
0.099
0.048
0.277

0.875
0.077
0.105
0.101
0.130
0.077
-0.087

0.896
0.212
0.109
0.053
0.113
0.035
0.389

0.883
0.259
0.098
0.049
0.102
0.036
0.543

C. Adult census
In school
In labor force
Wage income
Has wage income
Non-wage inc. 50+
Wage inc. 5000+
N

0.030
0.954
2747
0.726
0.503
0.174
14383

0.025
0.951
2961
0.712
0.646
0.247
3449

0.031
0.954
2681
0.731
0.457
0.152
10934

0.021
0.953
3346
0.720
0.669
0.357
2053

0.021
0.952
3549
0.715
0.732
0.418
941

Notes. Descriptive statistics across sample definitions. Columns are samples, rows are variables, cells display variable means. Columns
as follows. All: Full Red Book sample universe. Private feeder: students who attended private feeder high schools. All non-private:
All students not in the private feeder category. Hasty Pudding and Sel. Fin. Club: Hasty Pudding club and selective final club
members, respectively. Panel A: Adult social club and professional association data from 25th Anniversary Class Reports. Cohort
1919 excluded. Panel B: Occupation data from 25th Anniversary Class Reports. Cohort 1919 excluded. Panel C: Adult outcomes from
the 1940 census. Cohorts 1919 and 1931–35 excluded due to missing data. Sample sizes vary across rows due to data availability. See
main text for details. See Online Appendix Table A.III for additional covariates.
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Table IV
Labor Market Outcomes by Academic Performance in First Year and Social Success
Final clubs

Census controls

145
(58)
50
(19)
777
(94)

-57
(78)
67
(27)
661
(122)

2771
3417

2778
2141

0.048
(0.016)
-0.004
(0.005)
0.230
(0.031)

-0.004
(0.022)
0.001
(0.008)
0.204
(0.039)

0.181
3417

0.187
2141

A. Earnings (dollars)
Private feeder
Class rank
Selective final club

-9
(45)
657
(129)
-15
(121)
2978
827

Has Harvard father
Sample mean
Observations
B. Topcoded earnings flag
Private feeder
Class rank
Selective final club

-0.027
(0.013)
0.184
(0.041)
0.007
(0.036)
0.253
827

Has Harvard father
Sample mean
Observations

High school FEs

Family FEs

Applicant pool

-20
(107)
1250
(632)

89
(126)
62
(61)
449
(120)

2970
291

3362
566

-0.006
(0.031)
0.371
(0.147)

0.033
(0.040)
0.012
(0.019)
0.130
(0.039)

0.237
291

0.359
566

Notes. Estimates of equation 1. Panels correspond to outcome variables, columns correspond to specifications, and rows correspond
to covariates. With each panel, each column reports estimates from a single specification. All specifications restrict to students in the
1920–30 entering cohorts who are matched to records of first-year academic rank group and who report wage earnings in the 1940
Census. Outcome variables are as follows. Panel A: “Earnings” is 1940 Census wage earnings in dollars. Panel B: “Topcoded” is an
indicator for whether a student reports the maximum possible earnings value of $5,000. All specifications include cohort fixed effects
(not reported). Moving across columns, specifications differ as follows. Baseline: includes controls private feeder status and class
rank, plus an indicator for membership in a selective final club. Census controls: adds controls for father’s occupation, father’s and
mother’s state or non-US country of birth, family size, parental presence, home ownership, presence of domestic employees, and farm
status; sample is restricted to students for whom these records are non-missing. High school FEs: restricts the sample to students
who attended private feeder high schools and includes fixed effects for each high school. Family FEs: restricts the sample to students
from families where multiple brothers attended Harvard during our sample period, and includes family fixed effects. Applicant pool:
includes only students who are members of the Hasty Pudding club. See text for details. The sign on class rank groups is reversed
in all specifications so that coefficients reflect the effect of a one rank group improvement in academic performance. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. Standard errors for the Family FEs are clustered at the family level. See Online Appendix Table A.IV for analyses
of additional outcome variables.
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Table V
Test of Room Randomization
Year FEs
A. Balance test
Room price per occupant
Any private high school
Private feeder high school
Have HS code
From MA
From NY
Have Harvard father
Have Harvard brother
Jewish name
Catholic name
Colonial name
S or E Eur. immg. gen. 1-2
Have father’s occupation
Father’s occupation: doctor
Father’s occupation: lawyer

206.6
0.394
0.296
0.297
-0.056
0.083
0.071
0.110
-0.014
-0.031
0.104
-0.050
-0.059
0.038
0.101

Joint balance test [p-value]

[0.000]

B. Peer and neighborhood attributes
Private HS peer share
Feeder HS peer share
Legacy share
E Eur. peer share
Share rooms > median price
Share rooms > 90th pctile price
N

0.370
0.272
0.062
-0.045
1.142
0.309
9343

( 3.3)
(0.024)
(0.021)
(0.022)
(0.021)
(0.017)
(0.011)
(0.018)
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.019)
(0.014)
(0.025)
(0.023)
(0.023)

Price * Year FEs
–
-0.044
0.022
-0.025
0.007
-0.028
0.005
0.008
0.005
-0.008
0.004
0.001
-0.008
0.046
-0.051

–
(0.037)
(0.035)
(0.034)
(0.036)
(0.029)
(0.019)
(0.028)
(0.013)
(0.012)
(0.031)
(0.018)
(0.042)
(0.040)
(0.040)

[0.824]

(0.024)
(0.021)
(0.012)
(0.014)
(0.018)
(0.016)

0.306
0.221
0.063
-0.047
0.800
0.436
9343

Block FEs
–
-0.064
–
-0.030
0.028
-0.037
0.016
-0.005
0.013
-0.006
-0.014
0.006
-0.011
0.055
-0.059

–
(0.032)
–
(0.031)
(0.035)
(0.030)
(0.022)
(0.031)
(0.015)
(0.013)
(0.032)
(0.019)
(0.046)
(0.042)
(0.045)

[0.459]

(0.031)
(0.028)
(0.015)
(0.015)
(0.019)
(0.016)

0.282
0.202
0.063
-0.048
0.786
0.472
9343

(0.033)
(0.032)
(0.018)
(0.016)
(0.018)
(0.018)

Notes. Coefficients on peer neighborhood price rank from regressions of the form given in equation 2. The sample consists of students
in non-singleton randomization blocks. Rows are dependent variables. Standard errors clustered at peer neighborhood level in
parentheses to the right of point estimates. Each pair of columns corresponds to a different control set. “Year FEs”: controls are year
dummies only. “Price X Year FEs”: controls for all interactions between per-occupant price and year dummies. “Block FEs”: controls
for all interactions between per-occupant price, year dummies, and room occupancy, as well as indicators for each private feeder high
school and other large feeder schools. Panel A: Room attributes and predetermined student characteristics. Harvard family data is
from Class Reports. Immigrant and father occupation variables are from Census data; non-matched individuals are excluded from
those rows. “Joint test” is test of the null hypothesis that all coefficients in Panel A are zero. Panel B: Predetermined attributes of
students and rooms in the assigned neighborhood. Peer attribute statistics omit one’s own room. “Share of rooms>median price” is
the share of rooms in the assigned neighborhood with a price above the median; “Share of rooms >90th ptile price” is the share of
rooms with a price above the 90th percentile. Sample sizes vary across rows due to data availability. See text for detailed definitions
of variables.
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Table VI
Peer Neighborhood Effects on Short-Run Outcomes
A. First-year activities
Have any activity
N activities
Activity leadership position
Social
Sports
Music
First-year activity index
N
B. Upper-year social clubs
Selective final club
Less selective final club
Hasty Pudding Inst. 1770
Upper-year club index
N
C. First-year academic rank
High grades (groups 1-3)
Rank listed
N

All

Private

Non-private

Test

0.070
(0.034)
0.287
(0.111)
0.043
(0.020)
0.050
(0.024)
0.029
(0.035)
0.046
(0.027)
0.209
(0.081)
9343

0.080
(0.057)
0.657
(0.223)
0.098
(0.044)
0.187
(0.058)
0.085
(0.064)
0.095
(0.052)
0.499
(0.172)
2824

0.064
(0.043)
0.109
(0.124)
0.012
(0.021)
-0.028
(0.023)
-0.007
(0.043)
0.029
(0.033)
0.025
(0.087)
6370

0.816

0.065
(0.021)
-0.028
(0.020)
0.019
(0.029)
0.122
(0.078)
8589

0.167
(0.056)
-0.075
(0.050)
0.105
(0.062)
0.357
(0.176)
2603

0.001
(0.017)
-0.007
(0.021)
-0.018
(0.030)
-0.021
(0.078)
5847

0.004

0.039
(0.030)
0.073
(0.029)
8927

0.011
(0.049)
0.047
(0.051)
2680

0.046
(0.037)
0.070
(0.035)
6102

0.569

0.029
0.071
0.000
0.234
0.283
0.013

0.206
0.070
0.047

0.708

Notes. Coefficients on peer neighborhood price rank from regressions of the form given in equation 2. The first three columns denote
samples. Rows are outcome variables. All specifications include randomization block and dummies for large feeder high schools;
see section V.A for details.“Test” column reports the p-value from a test of the null that the coefficients reported in the private and
non-private columns are equal. Panels A and B report first-year activity outcomes and upper-year club outcomes. “First-year activity
index” and “upper-year club index” are the standardized indices of the association between activities and private high school background described in section III.D.3. Other variables are indicators for a given activity type unless stated otherwise. Panel C describes
academic outcomes in the first year. “High grades” is an indicator for having academic rank in the top three rank groups, treating
unranked students as zero values. “Rank listed” is an indicator for receiving an academic rank. Sample sizes vary across panels due
to data availability. Private and non-private column sample sizes add up to slightly less than the “all” column sample size because
there is no variation in peer neighborhood assignment for private-feeder or non-private-feeder students within some randomization
blocks; students in these blocks are omitted from split sample regressions. Online Appendix Table A.VII reports results for additional
social and academic outcomes. Standard errors clustered at peer neighborhood level.
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Table VII
Peer Neighborhood Effects on Long-Run Outcomes
A. Adult associations
Any social club
Country club
Gentleman’s club
Any honor/prof group
Adult association index
N
B. Occupation choice
Finance
Medicine
Higher ed.
Law
Business
Occupation index
N
C. Adult income
Wage income
Wage inc. 5000+
Non-wage inc. 50+
Class Reports wage index
N

All

Private

Non-private

Test

0.066
(0.036)
0.073
(0.032)
0.019
(0.026)
-0.014
(0.032)
0.139
(0.078)
8178

0.241
(0.067)
0.219
(0.066)
0.053
(0.056)
0.039
(0.060)
0.328
(0.171)
2476

-0.003
(0.046)
0.006
(0.040)
0.003
(0.028)
-0.024
(0.041)
0.040
(0.087)
5551

0.003

0.016
(0.025)
0.001
(0.023)
-0.019
(0.021)
-0.032
(0.027)
0.067
(0.040)
0.056
(0.081)
7039

0.144
(0.058)
-0.018
(0.034)
-0.026
(0.034)
-0.009
(0.044)
0.071
(0.077)
0.450
(0.181)
2094

-0.052
(0.028)
0.017
(0.030)
-0.023
(0.028)
-0.036
(0.035)
0.046
(0.049)
-0.164
(0.093)
4797

0.002

-26.1
(191.4)
0.020
(0.050)
0.053
(0.052)
33.4
(26.7)
2396

-440.5
(367.8)
-0.029
(0.099)
0.081
(0.099)
128.1
(48.1)
697

191.0
(236.3)
0.073
(0.061)
0.044
(0.064)
-17.3
(33.8)
1611

0.138

0.006
0.423
0.394
0.135

0.425
0.952
0.640
0.786
0.002

0.369
0.753
0.011

Notes. Coefficients on peer neighborhood price rank from estimates of equation 2. Rows: outcome variables. All specifications
include randomization block and high school FEs. The first three columns are samples.“Test” column: p-value from a test that the
coefficients in the private and non-private columns are equal. Panel A: adult social clubs. Sample: students matched to Class reports.
Panel B: Occupation outcomes. Sample: matches to Class Reports w/ non-missing occupation. Table A.VII disaggregates “business”
occupation category. “Adult association index” and “Occupation index:” standardized indices of association between adult outcomes
and private high school background. See section III.D.3. Other variables: indicators for listed outcomes. Panel C: 1940 Census income.
Sample: Census-matched students in 1920–30 cohorts with non-missing outcome variable. “Class report wage index:” earningsweighted index of Class Report variables. Sample sizes vary across rows. See section V.F. Subsample sizes add up to less than the
“All” column sample size because there is no variation in neighborhood assignment within some high school type by randomization
blocks. Online Appendix Table A.VII reports results for additional social and occupational outcomes. Standard errors clustered at
peer neighborhood level.
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Table VIII
Harvard Demographics over the Long Run
1923-1944

1945-1966

1967-1990

1991-2015

A. All
Male
Jewish (surname only)
Colonial
Oth. wht
URM
Asian
Private feeder
Public feeder

1.000
0.139
0.273
0.569
0.015
0.004
0.238
0.231

1.000
0.169
0.185
0.621
0.018
0.007
0.170
0.191

0.725
0.194
0.098
0.569
0.084
0.054
0.084
0.155

0.549
0.134
0.058
0.513
0.102
0.193
0.042
0.133

Share
N w/ race codes

1.000
19095

1.000
20897

1.000
17944

1.000
16627

B. Private feeder HS
Male
Jewish (surname only)
Colonial
Oth. wht
URM
Asian

1.000
0.046
0.404
0.541
0.007
0.002

1.000
0.077
0.314
0.591
0.014
0.004

0.836
0.112
0.193
0.604
0.048
0.044

0.545
0.118
0.099
0.534
0.069
0.181

Share
N w/ race codes

0.238
4484

0.170
3494

0.084
1470

0.042
687

C. In A.D. club
Male
Jewish (surname only)
Colonial
Oth. wht
URM
Asian
Private feeder
Public feeder

1.000
0.012
0.490
0.486
0.008
0.004
0.813
0.012

1.000
0.015
0.457
0.524
0.004
0.000
0.646
0.015

0.990
0.060
0.214
0.697
0.020
0.010
0.355
0.051

0.970
0.133
0.109
0.667
0.042
0.048
0.090
0.084

Share
N w/ race codes

0.013
255

0.013
273

0.011
201

0.010
169

Notes. Demographic characteristics of Harvard students over time. Columns are time periods, split by graduating class. Panels are
samples. “All” is all students. “Private feeder” is private feeder students. “In A.D. club” is members of the selective A.D. final club.
Within each panel the “Male” through “Public feeder” rows are shares of the listed variable with the sample defined by the panel and
time period defined by the column. Data are based on name indices and visual codes; see section VI.A for details. Gender codes are
based on first names for graduating classes of 1975 and later; gender is imputed as male prior to coeducation. Jewish and Colonial
categories are based on surnames. Note that this differs from the Jewish student definition in the historical analysis, which uses first
and last names. URM (under-represented minority) groups Black and Hispanic students. “Other white” are students who are not
Black, Hispanic, or Asian, and also not Colonial or Jewish. “Share” is the share of students listed in panel in the full Harvard sample
in listed time period.
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Table IX
Long Run Trends in Grades and Career Paths by Demographic Group
All

Male

A. 1924-1940
High hon.
Finance
Higher ed.
MD
JD
MBA

0.090
0.103
0.077
0.090
0.153
0.066

0.090
0.103
0.077
0.090
0.153
0.066

N

11500

11500

Female

Jewish

Colonial

Oth. wht

URM

0.155
0.059
0.077
0.145
0.224
0.065

0.065
0.137
0.068
0.073
0.129
0.074

0.083
0.097
0.080
0.082
0.147
0.063

0.131
0.063
0.116
0.152
0.159
0.055

1555

3347

6365

189

36

0.241
0.094
0.246
0.239
0.218
0.085

0.103
0.138
0.128
0.091
0.131
0.099

0.135
0.115
0.161
0.148
0.173
0.099

0

671

773

2323

34

14

0.315
0.044
0.208
0.169
0.184
0.107

0.411
0.063
0.220
0.211
0.245
0.118

0.237
0.111
0.159
0.117
0.195
0.139

0.274
0.108
0.158
0.148
0.215
0.139

0.184
0.087
0.103
0.189
0.245
0.142

0.365
0.093
0.193
0.282
0.160
0.094

653

733

334

1745

195

161

0

B. 1945-1965 (5-year intervals)
High hon.
0.148
0.148
Finance
0.115
0.115
Higher ed. 0.169
0.169
MD
0.154
0.154
JD
0.173
0.173
MBA
0.096
0.096
N

3819

3819

C. 1970-1990 (5-year intervals)
High hon.
0.300
0.295
Finance
0.096
0.109
Higher ed. 0.171
0.161
MD
0.169
0.169
JD
0.218
0.228
MBA
0.132
0.139
N

3184

2522

Asian

Notes. Shares of students obtaining graduating honors and pursuing various career paths over time, by demographic background
and college club membership. Panels split by graduating class. All cells are shares of students in the category listed in the row for
the sample defined by the column. “N” is the count of students for whom we observe occupation data. “All” is the full sample.
“Male” and “Female” columns split by gender. Gender codes are based on first names for graduating classes of 1975 and later;
gender is imputed as male in the period before coeducation. URM students are defined as Black and Hispanic. Jewish and Colonial
categorizations are based on last names. Note that this differs from the Jewish student definition in the historical analysis, which uses
first and last names. “Other white” columns consists of non-Asian, non-URM, non-Jewish, and non-Colonial students. Academic and
career data are from Class Report records compiled 25 years after graduation. They are available every year before 1940 and then
every five years thereafter. See section VI.A for details
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Table X
Long Run Trends in Grades and Career Paths by Social Status
Priv. Fdr.

Pub. Fdr.

A.D. club

Not A.D. club

A. 1924-1940
High hon.
Finance
Higher ed.
MD
JD
MBA

0.050
0.176
0.053
0.058
0.143
0.075

0.102
0.060
0.072
0.134
0.146
0.070

0.032
0.282
0.026
0.024
0.137
0.040

0.090
0.100
0.077
0.091
0.153
0.066

N

2737

2776

156

11344

0.042
0.347
0.069
0.056
0.083
0.181

0.150
0.111
0.171
0.156
0.174
0.095

72

3747

0.123
0.327
0.055
0.053
0.193
0.333

0.303
0.092
0.173
0.171
0.219
0.129
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3129

B. 1945-1965 (5-year intervals)
High hon.
0.103
0.143
Finance
0.166
0.078
Higher ed.
0.131
0.205
MD
0.105
0.203
JD
0.164
0.149
MBA
0.107
0.097
N

723

727

C. 1970-1990 (5-year intervals)
High hon.
0.236
0.331
Finance
0.146
0.090
Higher ed.
0.131
0.204
MD
0.097
0.165
JD
0.167
0.211
MBA
0.181
0.137
N

260

524

Notes. Shares of students obtaining graduating honors and pursuing various career paths over time, by demographic background and
college club membership. Panels split by graduating class. All cells are shares of students in the category listed in the row for the
sample defined by the column. “N” is the count of students for whom we observe occupation data. Private feeder and public feeder
columns split by HS type. “A.D. club” sample includes members of the A.D. club, one of the selective final clubs at Harvard. “Not
A.D. club” is all other students. Academic and career data are from Class Report records compiled 25 years after graduation. They are
available every year before 1940 and then every five years thereafter. See section VI.A for details
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F IGURES

Figure I
Labor Market Outcomes by Academic Performance and Final Club Membership

Notes. Labor market outcomes by academic performance and membership in a selective final club. Outcome types are
listed in panel titles. Panels A–C depict earnings by freshman academic rank group and selective final club membership.
Panels D–F present the same outcomes but also divide students by high school type. Because of small sample sizes in
rank group 1, we collapse groups 1 and 2. We do not display groups with fewer than 20 students. Sample: students
from cohorts 1920–1930 who matched to the 1940 census (and, for Panels A, B, D, and E, who reported wage income).
Wage income is earnings in dollars. “Topcoded” is an indicator equal to one if a student reports the maximum wage
income value of $5,000. “Non-wage” is an indicator equal to one if a student reports having at least $50 of non-wage
income.
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Figure II
Adult Career and Social Outcomes by Academic Performance and Final Club Membership

Notes. Career outcomes and adult social outcomes by academic performance and membership in a selective final club.
Outcome types come from Class Report data and are listed in panel titles. Panels A–C depict adult outcomes for
students by freshman academic rank group and selective final club membership. Panels D–F present the same outcomes
but also divide students by high school type. We collapse groups 1 and 2 and do not display groups with fewer than 20
students. Sample: students from cohorts 1920–1934 who matched to a Class Report; for occupations we further restrict
to students with non-missing occupation data.
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Figure III
Room Price and Randomization Examples
(a) Rooms by Price Per Student

(b) Neighborhoods by Mean Price Per Student
with Rooms in Example Randomization Blocks Outlined
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Notes. Left panel: Room prices of Harvard first-year dorms in 1920. Harvard used these dorms for first-year students until 1931. Right panel: Mean peer neighborhood prices and example of a randomization block. Rooms from an example low-price randomization block are outlined in blue. These outlined rooms all have
capacity for two students at the price of $175 per student and are found in both low- and high-priced neighborhoods. See section V.A for details.

Figure IV
Dorm Room Prices and Peer Attributes

Notes. Panel A: Histogram of dorm price per student by student high school type for 1928 entering cohort. Panel
B: histogram of the peer neighborhood size (summing over all rooms). Panel C: Mean, 10th, and 90th percentiles
of peer neighborhood mean price rank by own room price rank. Panel D: Mean, 10th, and 90th percentiles of peer
neighborhood private high school share by own room price rank, excluding own room. Each dot in panels C and D
corresponds to the mean value of the listed statistic within a ventile of the own-room price distribution. The plus signs
are the 10th and 90th percentiles within each ventile.
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Figure V
Randomization Block Size and Within-Block Variation in Peer Attributes

Notes. Panel A depicts a student-weighted histogram of randomization block size. Panels B and C depict the range
of mean neighborhood room rank (B) and private school share (C) across neighborhoods within each randomization
block. Blocks are sorted vertically by maximum room rank (B) or private school share (C) with vertical height equal to
the cumulative number of students. Private feeder shares exclude individuals in the reference room. Blocks are defined
by interactions between year, room size, and per-occupant room price. In panel A dashed lines denote 25th and 75th
percentiles. In panels B and C dashed lines denote 10th and 90th percentiles. We exclude blocks with fewer than nine
students from panels B and C.
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Figure VI
Key Outcomes by Within-Block Decile of Peer Neighborhood Price and High School Type

Notes. Binscatter plots showing the listed outcome by decile of peer neighborhood price rank, within randomization
block. We obtain these graphs by regressing the vertical- and horizontal-axis variables on randomization block and
large high school fixed effects separately by high school type. We then plot the conditional mean of the residuals
for outcome variables against residual neighborhood price rank in each decile. We add sample means back to outcome
variables to capture level differences by high school type. Outcome variables by panel as follows. Panel A: membership
in selective final club. Panel B: first-year academic class rank. Reverse coded so that six is the highest rank and one
is the lowest, with higher values corresponding to better academic performance. Panel C: membership in social clubs
25 years after graduation. Panel D: Occupation status index, 25 years after graduation. See section III.D.3 for index
definition. See section V for analysis details.
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Figure VII
Grades and Career Outcomes over Time

66
Notes. Share of students in different groups graduating with high honors (Panels A-C) or working in finance 25 years after graduation (D-F). Horizontal axis in all
panels is graduating class year. “High honors” is defined as magna or summa cum laude. Academic and career outcomes are available for each class from 1923
through 1939 and then at five years intervals from 1940 through 1990. Points display means over all years within 2.5 years on either side of the centered value. For
example, the 1982.5 datapoint is an average of 1980 and 1985 class years, and the 1987.5 datapoint is an average of 1985 and 1990 class years. Panels A and D split
by high school type. Panels B and E split by by race/ethnicity. “White” is defined as non-URM, non-Asian, non-Jewish, non-Colonial students. “URM” category is
Black and Hispanic students. Panels C and F split by membership in the A.D. club, one of the selective undergraduate final clubs at Harvard. See section VI.A for
details.

Figure VIII
Child’s Outcomes by Parent Income for Ivy+ Students in 1980s Birth Cohorts

Notes. Childrens’ outcomes by parent income percentile for students in 1980-82 birth cohorts who enroll in Ivy+ colleges. Data are from Chetty et al. (2020). Horizontal axis in all panels is parent income percentile. Ivy+ colleges are
the eight Ivy League schools plus Duke, Stanford, MIT, and UChicago. Outcomes by panel are as follows. Panel A:
histogram of parent income rank. Panel B: mean child income (1000s of USD). Panel C: share of children with top 1%
incomes in age cohort. In panels B and C, points below the 95th percentile are means within centered five percentile
bins. Points at the 95th percentile and above are one-percentile bins, with the top percentile split into a 99-99.9 percentile point and a top 0.1 percentile point. See section VI.D for details and Online Appendix Figure A.VII and Table
A.XVIII for additional college types.
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